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Report summary

This report presents to results of an excavation
of a prehistoric fulacht fiadh at Knockaphunta,
Castlebar, Co. Mayo. These sites are generally
located in or around wetland locations or
streams and consist of a trough or troughs, a
mound of fire-cracked stones and charcoal –
the waste product of the process – and a hearth
(Waddell 1998, 174). The trough or troughs cut
were cut into the earth and occasionally lined,
and would have been filled with water. Heated
stones would have been placed into the troughs
heat the water, which could then be used for
various purposes. They have a number of pro-
posed uses, such as in cooking, textile
processing and production, tanning, bathing and

possibly even saunas. A spread or mound of
fire-cracked stone and charcoal, the waste ma-
terial from heating and cooling of the stones, is
usually found surrounding the trough and is
usually the first indicator for the presence of a
fulacht fiadh. Occasionally hearths or fire-pits
and structures are also identified at fulacht fiadh
sites.

The site uncovered at Knockaphunta consisted
of four troughs, one of which was partially
stone-lined, a series of interconnecting pits and
channels relating to a water management sys-
tem, a number of possible hearths, a former
hedgerow and an associated heavily disturbed
spread of burnt stone and charcoal. The site
was situated on the southern slope of a low

Section 1 Introduction

Close up of the archaeological features identified during
the excavation with highlighted interpretation
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drumlin. A low-lying area to the south, occupied
by a wide backfilled field boundary ditch, was
originally a marshy or boggy tract of land
between the low drumlin in the north of the de-
velopment site on which the fulacht fiadh was
located, and a second to the southwest. Excava-
tion showed that there were multiple phases of
use of the site.

The burnt spread was heavily disturbed during
the 19th and 20th centuries, with early modern
ceramics and glass apparent throughout. The
field boundary to the south was depicted on the
1830s Ordnance Survey map, and later agricul-
tural and drainage features were identified
during the excavation and testing programmes.
There is anecdotal evidence that the site was
used as a dump during the 20th century, with
waste material from St. Mary’s Hospital being
dumped on the site and subsequently used in
local road surface works (Andy Neary pers.
comm. 2016). Towards the end of the 20th cen-
tury the site was part of a pitch and putt course.

Site location

The excavation site was situated in a small
(1.75ha) field situated southwest of Castlebar,
Co. Mayo, in the townland of Knockaphunta
(NGR 513837/789214). It is situated on the
western side of Humbert Way, off the Westport
Road.

Development and Planning

The owner of the land intends to develop it in-
to a new Hospice Facility for the charity of the
Mayo Roscommon Hospice Foundation. This
will involve construction of a Palliative Care
Centre building primarily of single story height,
with some parts two-storeys high. Landscaped
gardens, parking spaces (70), services areas and
other associated works are also included.

Condition 1 of the Request for Further Inform-
ation (Mayo CC P14/691) required an
archaeological assessment, including a site visit
and desktop study as well as possible survey,
testing or monitoring. Based on the desktop as-
sessment, and as discussed with the local

authority archaeologist Gerry Walsh in Mayo
County Council, a programme of archaeological
testing was carried out on the site by Antoine
Giacometti in May 2015.

The development was subsequently granted
planning permission in September 2015. The
Grant of Planning Permission has four condi-
tions relating to archaeology (Conditions 6-9).

Location of the proposed development site with the ex
cavation boundary highlighted in blue (top)

Plan of the proposed development site with the location
of the excavation overlayed in green (bottom)
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Condition 6 states that ‘the thick deposit of
black soil containing a high quantity of stone,
some of it burnt, and charcoal’ may be the re-
mains of a fulacht fiadh, ancient cooking site.
This potential archaeological site must be ar-
chaeologically resolved under licence from the
National Monuments Section, Department of
Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.

Condition 7 requires that the developer employ
a suitably qualified archaeologist to monitor all
ground disturbance associated with the pro-
posed development. The monitoring should be
undertaken in agreement with the National
Monuments Section of the Department of
Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.

Condition 8 states that should archaeological
material be uncovered during the course of
monitoring, the archaeologist shall have work
on the site stopped, pending a decision as to
how best to deal with the archaeology. The de-
veloper shall be prepared to be advised by the
National Monuments Section of the Depart-
ment of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht with
regards to any necessary mitigating action (e.g.
preservation in situ, or excavation) and should
facilitate the archaeologist in recording any ma-
terial found.

Condition 9 requires that Mayo County Council,
the National Monuments Section of the De-
partment of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
and the National Museum of Ireland be fur-
nished with a report describing the results of
the monitoring.

Previous investigations on the site
A desktop assessment of the archaeological, ar-
chitectural, historical and cartographic
background of the site was carried out and in-
cluded in previous reports (Giacometti 2015,
McGlade 2015, McGlade 2016).

A table of the features idenitifed during the
monitoring phase of the works is given on the
following page.

Location of proposed development (orange) to the south
of Castlebar town (top)

Aerial view of Castlebar showing the location of the pro
posed development (bottom)
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Feature No. Description Context No.

Feature 1 Suboval pit with burnt stone and charcoal fill. C20

Feature 2 Teardropshaped pit with burnt stone and charcoal fill C22

Feature 3 Irregularly shaped feature with burnt stone and charcoal fill. Halfsectioned n/a
and was found to have an irregular base with a sharp break of slope at
the top and irregular sides. Probably a stone socket from where one of the
large boulders in the area was removed. It measured 0.9m x 0.7m and
was 0.15m in depth. This was investigated during the excavation and
was interpreted as nonarchaeological.

Feature 4 Shallow irregular depression with burnt stone and charcoal fill. This measured n/a
1.2m x 0.9m and was 0.1m in depth and appeared to be a natural hollow
filled with burnt spread material from above. This was investigated during
the excavation and found to be nonarchaeological.

Feature 5 Subrectangular pit with burnt stone and charcoal fill C9

Feature 6 Possible posthole measuring 0.3m in diameter with burnt stone and charcoal fill C3

Feature 7 Possible posthole measuring 0.23m in diameter also with burnt stone n/a
and charcoal fill. This was investigated during the excavation and found
to be nonarchaeological.

Feature 8 Irregularly shaped spread of burnt stone and charcoal C33

Feature 9 Possible small pit or posthole with burnt stone and charcoal fill. C41

Feature 10 Slightly irregular to subcircular pit C46

Feature 11 Large irregular shaped spread to the south, possible trough location C70 and C73

Feature 12 Suboval spread to the south Part of C70

Feature 13 Linear feature running northsouth C31

Feature 14 Linear feature running northwestsoutheast C81

Feature 15 Subcircular pit C64

Feature 16 Oval pit with a spur running to the north giving it a slightly irregular shape C35

Feature 17 An eastwest running drain containing frequent large stones and boulders C5

Plan of features identified during
the monitoring programme
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The key finding of the excavation was a prehis-
toric settlement located on the slopes of the
northernmost drumlin. Evidence for this settle-
ment was identified in the form of a water
management system and associated fulacht
fiadh troughs. The water management system
consisted of a series of pits and interconnecting
channels that controlled the flow of water,
probably a former stream course, from the top
of the drumlin to the north and diverting it to
the southeast around the fulacht troughs

The archaeological features
were concentrated in the
central part of the site on a
shallow slope down to-
wards the former field
boundary. This suggests
that the field boundary was
located along a longstand-
ing former stream course
or marshy area between the
two drumlins that occupy
the northern and south-
western portions of the
site.

Methodology

The archaeological excava-
tion of the site was carried
out over two weeks from
the 12th-23rd September
2016 under Archaeological
Licence No. 16E445. The
site was located on the
south-facing slope of a
small drumlin with the
northern end of the site
being relatively flat and the
remainder of the site slop-
ing off to the south. A
second small drumlin was

located beyond the limit of excavation in the
southern corner of the proposed development
site with a strip of low-lying wet ground run-
ning between the two drumlins. The site
measured 34.2m in length and 25m-30.5m in
width east-west, widening to the south. An ad-
ditional trench 8m in length and 2m in width
was excavated across the low-lying area to the
south of the site to investigate the field bound-
ary depicted in this location on the First Edition
Ordnance Survey map in the 1830s.

Section 2 The excavation

Postexcavation plan of the site
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The disturbed burnt spread (C2) had been iden-
tified during the initial testing programme
(Giacometti 2015). This identified a substantial
spread of fire-cracked stone and charcoal in a
black sandy silt matrix with frequent inclusions
of modern ceramics, glass and iron throughout.
No archaeological features were identified in the
remainder of the site during the initial testing
programme. Features relating to 19th century
drainage, 19th and 20th century disturbance,
and the use of the site as a pitch and putt
course in the late 20th century were uncovered.
A second testing programme (McGlade 2015)
was carried out to further investigate the scale
and extent of the disturbed burnt spread in the
northern end of the development site. A pro-
gramme of archaeological monitoring was
carried out in the vicinity of the disturbed burnt
spread, with a buffer zone of 5m around the
edges of the burnt spread given. This involved
the careful monitored reduction of the dis-
turbed burnt spread. During the course of the
works a number of potential archaeological fea-
tures were identified beneath the disturbed
burnt spread. It was decided that these would
require further archaeological investigation in
the form of archaeological excavation.

The excavation involved further investigation of
the remaining portions of the disturbed burnt
spread (C2), which was reduced by hand in a
number of areas of the site. The sixteen fea-
tures identified during the monitoring
programme were planned, photographed and
recorded. It some cases it was confirmed that
these features were shallow pockets relating to
the overlying burnt spread material collecting in
undulations in the underlying natural, however
thirteen were found to be archaeological in
nature.

Additional features were found beneath the
spread, however all features were located to the
north of the field boundary ditch depicted on
the 1830s OS map.

Stratigraphy

The site initially had a shallow layer of topsoil
overlying it, this varied in depth across the site,
with the disturbed burnt spread occasionally be-

Contour map of the proposed development site showing
the site of the excavation on the southern slope of the
drumlin to the north just above the lowlying area
between the two drumlins (top)

Plan of the site showing the extent of the disturbed burnt
spread and the sections of the spread reduced by hand
during the excavation (bottom)
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ing present immediately beneath the sod. Top-
soil varied from a blackish-brown organic peaty
soil 200mm in thickness in the north of the site
to a mid-brown less organic soil 200m in thick-
ness in the south of the site. Fragments of
pearlware, spongeware and creamware in the
topsoil date to the c. 19th century. Some animal
bone was also identified. No earlier material or
archaeological artefacts were noted in the top-
soil. The topsoil had been removed from the
site during the monitoring phase of the works
in July 2016.

The underlying disturbed burnt spread (C2)
consisted of dark brown to black sandy silt with
frequent inclusions of burnt stone and charcoal
and moderate inclusions of early modern
ceramics, glass and metal throughout. This ap-
peared to be the heavily disturbed remains of a
ploughed out burnt mound associated with pre-
historic fulacht fiadh activity. The site was
truncated during landscaping for the pitch and
putt course in recent years, and prior to that had
been used as a dumping ground for waste ma-
terial from the furnaces of St. Mary’s Hospital.

Westfacing profile of the site showing the slope of the ground level from the north (left) to south (right), width the field
boundary occupying the low ground to the south. The disturbed burnt spread can also be seen to overlie the fill of the field
boundary. 2:1 height exaggeration

Context Type L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

C1 Topsoil 34.2m 2530.5m 0.050.2m
C2 Spread 22.8m 17.7m 0.170.4m
C19 Fill 30.5m min 12m 0.31m
C30 Spread 5m min. 3m min. 0.150.34m
C85 Cut 30.5m min 12m 0.31m

Location of the excavation (in blue) and development
site (orange) on the First Edition Ordnance Survey map

(top left)), Third Edition OS map c. 1910s (centre left) and
revised Third Edition OS map c. 1950s (bottom left).

Limekilns in the vicinity marked on the maps are circled in
green
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The site may also have been used as a dumping
ground for waste material from the nearby
limekilns, of which several are depicted carto-
graphically in close proximity from the end of
the 19th century. There is some uncorroborated
suggestion that the burnt material from the fur-
naces was reused for road surfacing in the last
century. If this is the case it is likely that the un-
derlying burnt mound material was also
disturbed at that time.

The spread was archaeologically confirmed to
be ex-situ and to overlie the fill (C19) of the
former field boundary (C85) to the south. This
field boundary is depicted on the First Edition
Ordnance Survey map in the 1830s and is still
depicted in the Third Edition OS map in the
1910s. It was backfilled by the 1950s revision of
the Third Edition OS map. To the west the
burnt spread was found to overlie a buried top-
soil (C30) to the north and the fill (C19) of the
former field boundary (C85) to the south. This
suggests that the burnt spread material was in-
tensively impacted upon in the early 20th
century, dispersed over the surrounding area. It
is unknown whether prior to this the spread was
in a more discrete area or mounded up. It was
not possible during the excavation to pinpoint
where the burnt mound or mounds relating to
the waste material from the use of the fulacht
fiadh would have been, though there is some
suggestion that a late example lay to the south
within the large shallow pit (C86). Elsewhere,
the upper fill of many of the features consisted
of dispersed burnt spread material indicating it
had been spread over a considerable area in the
past.

The spread overlay two variations of natural
subsoil; a white and yellow sand to the north,
and a yellow boulder clay with large grey de-
grading sandstone boulders apparent to the
south. The boulders protrude up through the
spread in the southern portion of the site.

The water management system

A series of pits (C9, C41, C33, C51 and C77)
were excavated running from northwest to
southeast across the site. These appear to have
been managing a source of water, likely to have

been an existing stream, running from the top
of the drumlin to the north and controlling the
flow and directing the water to the southeast
away from the fulacht troughs. The pits were
connected by a number of channels (C44, C31
and C81), which - although shallow during ex-
cavation - are likely to have been more
substantial prior to the truncation of the site in
the 19th and 20th century. The features were
largely cut into the yellow and white natural
sand subsoil in the central portion of the site.
The unstable nature of this material combined
with the flow of water through the pits and
channels meant that there was evidence for col-

Closeup plan of the features along the water manage
ment system (top)

Sections of pits along the water management system:
Southeastfacing section of pit C9 (upper)

Southfacing section of pit C33 (2nd from top)
Westfacing section of pit C51 (2nd from bottom)

Southeastfacing section of pit C77 (bottom)
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lapse and undercutting of edges, mixing of fill
material with natural sand eroded from the base
and sides of the features and infiltration of
charcoal in to the sandy natural below. There
was also evidence for alterations/maintenance
to the system, and at least one of the pits (C41)
was (intentionally) backfilled prior to the system
going out of use.

The most northerly pit (C9) was a sub-rectangu-
lar pit with concave sides and a slightly uneven
base. It was orientated northeast-southwest and
appears to have been the first of the series of
pits along the water management system. Three
fills were identified within the pit. The basal fill
(C10) was a thin layer of black silt with frequent
charcoal located in the slightly deeper north-
eastern end of the pit, likely to relate to the
period when the pit was in use. This was over-
laid by a mottled redeposited natural-type
material (C11) which contained occasional
burnt stone and charcoal, relating to the period
after the pit went out of use and before the
burnt spread was dispersed over the entire area.
The upper fill (C12) was the main fill of the pit
and indicates that the majority of the pit had yet
to fill in by the time the burnt spread was dis-
persed over the area and into the pit.

It was connected to the second pit (C41) along
the water management system by a funnel-
shaped channel (C44). This was orientated
northwest-southeast and was wider to the
northwest and sloped slightly to the southeast,

Context Type L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

C9 Cut 1.85m 0.83m 0.17m
C10 Fill 0.53m 0.39m 0.02m
C11 Fill 1.09m 0.68m 0.05m
C12 Fill 1.85m 0.83m 0.08 0.01m
C31 Cut 2.55m 0.460.58m 0.040.11m
C32 Fill 2.55m 0.460.58m 0.040.11m
C33 Cut 1.55m 0.95m 0.25m
C34 Fill 1.45m 0.9m 0.09m
C40 Fill 1.55m 0.95m 0.130.19m
C41 Cut 1.46m 1.05m 0.27m
C42 Fill 1.00m 0.26m 0.07m
C43 Fill 1.46m 1.05m 0.21m
C44 Cut 0.80m 0.250.50m 0.040.12m
C45 Fill 0.80m 0.250.50m 0.040.12m
C51 Cut 1.55m 1m 0.48m
C52 Fill 1.2m 0.85m 0.11m
C53 Fill 1.55m 0.85m 0.19m
C54 Fill 0.5m 0.48m 0.08m
C55 Fill 1.75m 1m 0.22m
C77 Cut 2.50m 1.300.80m 0.38m
C78 Fill 2.2m 0.51m 0.07m
C79 Fill 1m 0.14m 0.03m
C80 Fill 2.5m 1.3m 0.2m
C81 Cut 6m 0.600.70m 0.07m
C82 Fill 6m 0.600.70m 0.07m
C94 Cut 0.3m 0.3m 0.14m
C95 Fill 0.3m 0.3m 0.14m

Midex photo of pit C9, looking northwest (top left)

Midex photo of pit C41 and channel C44 to left, looking
north (centre left)

Postex photo of pits C41 and C33, looking east (bottom
left)
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funnelling water in that direction. Two stones
set into the base of the channel near the north-
western end may have aided the control of the
flow of the water through the channel. The
channel had a step in its base as it entered the
pit (C41) to the southeast, dropping 0.12m,
again possibly related to the control of water
through the system. At this point the channel
was seen to truncate the lower fill (C43) of the
pit, indicating that it related to a later phase of
use of the pit, however this version of the
channel may have replaced an earlier version
without a step in the base. The fill (C45) of the
channel was similar to the upper fills (C12 and
C42) of the two pits (C9 and C41), however
contained a higher silt content with no sand
present. This suggests the feature may have sil-
ted up naturally as water carried burnt
spread-type material through the water system.

The second pit (F41) of the water management
system was sub-rectangular in shape with near
vertical sides and a flat base, and orientated
north-south. This pit was the most obviously
managed pit along the water management sys-
tem. Its location immediately to the north of
two of the fulacht troughs (C70 and C73) is in-
teresting, leading to the suggestion that this may
be the pit that was used to collect water for the
troughs, like a cistern. The eastern side of the
pit was partially undercut through water
erosion, caused by this side being opposite the
incoming water through the western channel
(C44). The pit had two fills (C42 and C43). The
basal fill (C43) was a very compact redeposited
natural material with inclusions of occasional
burnt stone and charcoal that appeared to be an
intentional backfilling of the pit. It was cut by
the deeper section of the channel (C44) to the
west indicating the pit had been partially back-
filled prior to the water management system
going out of use. This may suggest that the ini-
tial purpose of the pit had altered, possibly as
water was no longer needed at this location. The
upper fill (C42) of the pit was consistent with
the upper fill of the other pits along the water
management system, and relates to the burnt
spread being dispersed over the area. This indic-
ates that a shallower version of the pit survived
after the initial pit had been partially backfilled.
Presumably this was to maintain the water man-
agement system.

To the south of the eastern side of the second
pit (C41) a short channel (C94) orientated east-
west diverted the water into the third pit (C33)
of the water management system. The fill (C95)

Midex photo of pit C33, looking north (top right)

Midex photo of channel C31 with step in base visible in
centre, looking south (centre right)

Midex photo of pit C33 with channel C31 curving to
wards pit C51 to right, looking east (bottom right)
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of the channel was similar to basal fill (C34) of
the pit (C33) to the east, suggesting they silted
up at the same as one another and prior to the
overlaying of the area with the dispersed burnt
spread.

The third pit (C33) of the water management
system was an oval linear pit orientated east-
west. Similar to the first pit (C9) it had concave
sides and a concave base. There were channels
connected to the western (C94) and eastern
(C31) ends of the pit. The top of the feature
initially looked irregular in plan, extending bey-
ond the edge of the pit to the north suggesting
that there was some spill over of the upper fill
(C40). Below this however the pit was quite uni-
form. The basal fill of the pit (C34) merged
with the fills of the channels to the east and
west, though there was some suggestion that it
partially overlay the fill (C32) of the channel to
the east (C31). This suggests that they all were
silting up at around the same time, with the
deeper pit possibly taking longer to silt up. The
upper fill (C40) was the burnt spread-type ma-
terial seen elsewhere relating to the dispersed
burnt spread material accumulating in the par-
tially silted up pit after the water management
system had gone out of use.

To the east of this a curving channel (C31) con-
nected the east end of the third pit (C33) with
the northern end of the fourth pit (C51) of the
water management system. This channel took a
distinctive turn, running northwest-southeast
initially, before turning to run almost north-
south before entering the fourth pit (C51). The
base of the channel was relatively flat and the
sides were straight. There was an unusual step in
the base running straight across the channel.
This consisted of a sharp rise in the base at a
60-degree angle rising 0.04m followed by a drop
to the southeast at a more gentle 45-degrees to
a depth of 0.07m, with the channel continuing
to slope down to the south towards the fourth
pit (F51) beyond this point. This is likely to
have been used to control the flow of the water
through the system, however no associated fea-
tures were identified on either side of the
channel, possibly having been truncated away in
the past. The fill (C32) of the channel became
darker with more burnt spread-type material to
the south.

To the south of this was the fourth pit (C51) of
the water management system. This was an
oval-shaped pit fed by the channel (C31) to the
north and a drained by a channel to the west
(C81). The pit showed significant signs of

Preex photo of channel C31 curving towards pit C51 in
centre ground, with disturbed burnt spread C2 present to

south in foreground, looking northwest (top right)

Midex photo of pit C51, looking east (top right)

Postex photo of pit C51, looking south (bottom right)
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erosion of its edges and base. As with the
second pit (C41) to the northwest, the depth
and shape of this pit varied from the other
more linear pits. The sides appear to have been
more vertical and the pit was deeper, though
erosion had impacted on the base and undercut
some of the sides of the feature. This may have
been used as a cistern also, collecting water for
the fulacht troughs (C7, C37 and C86) further
to the south and southwest. The pit had four re-
corded fills (C52, C53, C54 and C55). The basal
fill of the pit (C52) was a mottled redeposited
fill likely to relate to the collapse of the edges
and erosion of the base of the pit. This was
overlaid by the secondary fill (C53), a reddish
brown silty clay with some organic content, re-
lating to the silting up of the pit naturally.
Overlying this was a light grey clayey silt associ-
ated with decaying limestone to the north of
the pit. Another spit of this seen to the west
was more suggestive of collapse of the under-
cut edge of the pit over the secondary fill (C53)
after the pit was partially infilled. The upper fill
of the pit (C55) was the similar to the upper fills
of the other pits to the northwest, relating to
the dispersal of burnt spread material over the
area. It continued beyond the edges of the pit
to the south, possibly relating to the base of the
undisturbed burnt spread material, where it was
cut by one of the agricultural gullies (C29). It
was also seen to overlie the fill (C82) of the
channel to the east (C81) indicating that the
channel had silted up by the time the final fill
was placed in the pit.

The channel to the east (C81) was quite shallow
and more meandering than the other channels.
It ran east-west initially turning slightly to the
east-southeast. It was found to cut the upper fill
of the eastern pit (C77) of the water manage-
ment system indicating that the pit had infilled
completely prior to the channel going out of
use. The channel was not seen exiting on the far
side of the pit, however this is likely to be due
to truncation. The channel was filled with a rich
dark brown organic clayey silt with occasional
charcoal and burnt stone, different to the upper
fills of the pits to the west suggesting it had sil-
ted up prior to the dispersal of the burnt spread
material. The presence of some of this material
within the fill is likely to have been due to the
proximity of the original burnt mound rather

than the later spreading of this material over the
wider area.

The fifth and easternmost pit (C77) of the wa-
ter management system was orientated
east-southeast to west-southwest. It was pear-
shaped in plan with steep sides and concave
base. The channel (C81) to the west was con-
nected to the wider end and while the channel
was still open and in use after the pit had filled
in, it is likely they were originally contemporary.
No channel was apparent taking water away
from the pit to the south or east, though this is
likely to be due to truncation and it is probable
that some form of channel ran between the pit
and the lowlying area between the two drumlins.
This is the location of the field boundary (C85)
depicted on the First Edition Ordnance Survey
map in the 1830s, however given the location

General midex photo with channel C81 visible to right of
centre, looking northwest (top right)

Preex photo of pit C77, looking northwest (bottom right)
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and peaty, organic nature of the fill (C19), it
may originally have been a wetland marshy or
boggy area prior to post medieval land drainage
improvements. There were three fills (C78, C79
and C80) identified within the pit. The basal fill
(C78) was a mottled deposit possibly relating to
the collapse of the edges of the pit and the
erosion of the base being mixed with the initial
silting of the pit. Overlying this, the secondary
fill (C79) was a thin layer of charcoal-rich silt
along the south side of the pit. This is likely to
relate to the period when the water management
system was still in use, with charcoal-rich silts
from the burnt mound possibly being washed
through the system at times. The upper fill of
the pit (C80) was a dense organic peaty fill with
few stones, suggestive of the pit slowly silting
up with organic matter over time. This may sug-
gest the system had been abandoned for a time

before being reused, with this pit not being re-
instated and the channel being dug across the
now infilled pit.

Fulacht troughs

Four pits (C7, C37, C70 and C73) were excav-
ated on the site that were interpreted as fulacht
fiadh troughs. An additional two pits (C84 and
C86) may also relate to fulacht fiadh activity giv-
en their proximity to the probable troughs. The
troughs were grouped in two locations with two
(C70 and C73) to the south of the second pit
(C41) of the water management system towards
the west of the site and two to the southwest of
the fourth pit (C51) of the water management
system towards the south of the site.

The western troughs
The two western troughs (C70 and C73) were
orientated north-northwest to south-southeast
and were constructed one after the other. The
earlier trough (C70) was a more informal con-
struction with concave sides and a flat base. It
was a large, relatively shallow pit and was sub-
rectangular in plan. The eastern side of the pit
was steep while the northern and southern ends
of the pit were more gently sloping. It was
truncated along its western side by the later
trough (C73), but the original width could be
reconstructed as the edge survived to the south.
One fill (C71) survived within the earlier trough.
This was a sticky silty clay and related to the
silting up of the trough after going out of use.
The fill does not appear to have filled the entire
pit by the time that the second trough (C73) was
excavated to the west.

Midex photo of pit C77, looking northwest (top left)

Postex photo of pit C77, looking southwest (bottom left)

Context Type L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

C70 Cut 4.2m 1.56m min. 0.5m
C71 Fill 4.2m 0.821.1m 0.030.1m
C72 Fill 4.2m 2.40m 0.050.28m
C73 Cut 3.74m 1.3m 0.6m
C74 Fill 3.01m 0.751.03m 0.070.14m
C75 Fill c. 2m 0.491.04m 0.010.11m
C76 Fill 3.01m 0.410.85m 0.050.11m
C83 Fill 0.7m 0.6m 0.15m
C84 Cut 0.7m 0.6m 0.15m
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The later trough (C73) was located immediately
to the west of the first in a similar alignment. It
was more formally constructed and included a
rough stone lining. The trough was shorter that
the first and the cut was straight-sided down to
a small level step 0.3m in width upon which the
stone lining was constructed. This step was 0.08
to 0.13m in height, slightly higher to the west
along the side that had been newly excavated,
the eastern edge having been cut through the
abandoned earlier trough. The base of the
trough was flat. The stones forming the lining
of the trough were present along the northern

Plan of troughs C70 and C73 with section points high
lighted (top left)

Sections through troughs C70 and C73:
northfacing section (AB) at northern end (top section)
southfacing section (CD) through centre (central
section)
northfacing section (EF) at southern end (bottom
section)

Midex photo of northfacing section through troughs C70
and C73 (AB), looking south (top right)

Midex photo of southfacing section through troughs C70
and C73 (CD), looking north (centre right)

Midex photo of northfacing section through troughs C70
and C73 (EF), looking south (bottom right)
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ends of the east and west sides, however there
was no evidence for the northern side itself
having been lined. The lining was largely miss-
ing from the southern end of both sides, with
one ex situ stone to the west and one in situ
stone to the east being all that survived. It is
possible the lining was damaged through agri-
cultural activity or landscaping in the past, with
some suggestion that the trough would origin-
ally have been constructed on more level
ground, possibly sloping away to the south bey-
ond the southern end of the trough originally.
The stones forming the lining were sub-roun-
ded unburnt degraded sandstone boulders
common in the boulder clay nearby. They
ranged in size from 150 x 130 x 10mm to 410 x
180 x 170mm to 320 x 280 x 260mm and were
not placed in any particular order. There were
seven stones along the western side with an ad-
ditional stone ex situ to the south and eight
stones to the east.

The trough had three fills (C74, C75 and C76).
The basal fill (C76) was a mottled sandy clay of
moderate compaction with occasional small un-
burnt stones and charcoal flecking, likely to
relate to the initial silting up of the trough.
Overlying this was a loosely compacted layer of
charcoal and burnt stone in a black sandy silt
(C75), relating to burnt mound material spilling
into the trough after its abandonment. Over this
was the upper fill (C74) of the trough, a mid-
grey sandy silt with occasional charcoal and
burnt stone inclusions. This appeared to be a
water-related deposit, possibly caused by pool-
ing over the mostly infilled trough and was
present to the top of the stones lining the east
side of the trough.

General midex photo of troughs C70 and C73, looking
east (top right)

Postex photo of troughs C70 and C73, with lining of
trough C73 apparent, looking north (middle right)

Postex photo of trough C73 with lining apparent, looking
south (bottom right)
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To the west of the later trough (C73) a relatively
small pit (C84) was identified, also cut by the
trough. It was oval in plan, orientated north-
south, and had concave sides and base. It was
filled with a single fill (C83), a mid-grey clayey
silt with a thin layer of burnt stone and charcoal
on top. It may have been related to the earlier
trough (C70) to the east, which was also trun-
cated by the later trough (C73).

Overlying the upper fills of the three features fi-
nal fill (C72) was apparent. This was a loose
burnt spread type fill likely to have been depos-
ited in the depression formed by the three cuts
as their fills settled while the burnt spread was
being dispersed.

The southern troughs
Two more intercutting troughs (C7 and C37)
were identified towards the south of the site.
These were both relatively simple pit troughs.
The earliest (C7) was orientated east-west and
located at the edge of the final break of slope
down to the low-lying area between the two
drumlins now occupied by the field boundary
(C85). It was truncated by the later trough
(C37). In more recent times the southern end
of the pit was truncated away by the east-west
running field drain (C5) and an animal burrow
(C92) or den that had been dug in from the side
of the drain. The trough (C7) was probably ori-
ginally sub-rectangular in shape, with sides at
60-degrees to the west, 70-degrees to the east
and 80-degrees to the north. The sides were
slightly concave with a sharp break of slope at
the top and slightly more gentle at the base,
which was generally flat. There was one upright
stone along the northern edge of the pit that
may relate to a former lining, however no more
stones were noted around the edge of the pit.
There were two surviving fills (C8 and C26)
within the trough. The basal fill was a mottled
sandy silt with a thin lens of charcoal at the
base, likely to relate to material collapsing from
the sides and eroded from the base mixing with
some of the initial fill of the trough. It was only
present at the northern end of the trough.
Overlying this was the surviving upper fill of
the trough (C8), which was a loosely compacted
black sandy silt with burnt stone and charcoal
inclusions, likely to derive from burnt spread-
type material being dumped into the pit. One

Context Type L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

C7 Cut 1.77m 1.4m 0.51m
C8 Fill 1.5m 1.50m 0.15m
C24 Fill 5m 1.20m 0.40m
C25 Fill 1.25m 1.1m 0.12m
C26 Fill 1m 0.20m 0.12m
C37 Cut 1.3m 1.05m 0.83m
C39 Fill 1.3m 1m 0.09m
C86 Cut 5m 1.20m 0.40m

Plan of southern troughs C7 and C37 with large shallow pit
C86 also highlighted (top)

Sections trough troughs C7 and C37, and pit C86:
Southwestfacing section (top section)
Southfacing section (central section)

Eastfacing section (bottom section)
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piece of unburnt animal bone was retrieved
from this fill.

A later trough (C37) was dug through the
southwestern end of initial trough (C7) after it
had been backfilled. The later trough was ori-
entated northeast-southwest and was 0.3m
deeper than the first. Again, the southern end
of the trough was truncated away by the field
drain (C5) and animal burrow (C92). The
trough (C37) was probably originally sub-rect-
angular in plan with very steep sides to the
northeast and northwest. The southern side of

Midex photo of southwestfacing section through trough
C7, looking northeast (top left)

Midex photo of southfacing section through trough C37,
looking northeast (centre left)

Midex photo of eastfacing section through trough C37,
looking west (bottom left)

Postex photo of troughs C7 and C37, looking northeast
(top right)

Post ex photo of trough C7 to left, looking northeast
(centre right)

Postex photo of trough C37 with C8 still in situ within
trough C7 to left, looking northeast (bottom right)
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the trough was largely removed by the drain
(C5), however the eastern corner survived indic-
ating the width of the trough. Two unburnt
stones in this corner may have been the remains
of a stone lining, though to little survived to say
this with any certainty. A further large unburnt
stone was recorded within the basal fill. There
were two surviving fills (C25 and C39) within
the pit. The basal fill was a dark greyish brown
clayey silt (C39) with charcoal inclusions and
some organic content, likely to relate to the ini-
tial silting up of the pit. Overlying this was the
upper surviving fill (C25), which was a dark
brown clayey silt, again with some organic con-
tent as well as inclusions of charcoal and burnt
stone. This may be a mixture of the basal fill of
the pit with some burnt mound material spilling
into it as the trough silted up after going out of
use.

Truncating the top of both of the fulacht
troughs was a large shallow pit (C86) orientated
east-west. It is unclear whether this was related
to the fulacht activity. The full shape of the pit
is unclear as the southern side of the pit was
truncated by the drain (C5). The northern edge
of the pit was slightly bowed curving further to
the south in the centre. The edge was steep at c.
70-degrees to the north and appeared to be
more gentle to the east and west. The base was
relatively flat, sloping slightly to the south. The

pit was filled with a densely packed single fill
(C24), a reddish brown burnt stone fill with less
silt and charcoal than other burnt spread related
fills seen on the site. The fill was seen to slump
slightly into the soft silty fills of the later trough
(C37). The large shallow pit may have been dug
to hold fire-cracked stone waste from fulacht
troughs elsewhere. This may suggest that the
fulacht troughs to the west (C70 and C73) are
later than the ones to the south (C7 and C37).

Other features in the vicinity

Seven pits (C3, C13, C17, C20, C22, C35 and
C46) and five stake-holes (C15, C16, C48, C49
and C50) were identified in the vicinity of the
fulacht fiadh during the excavation.

Two (C13 and C46) of these pits were located
between the westernmost fulacht troughs (C70
and C73) and the western end of the water
management system. The western pit (C13) was
a small oval pit orientated northwest-southeast,
of similar dimensions to Pit C3 to the north-
east. It was filled by a single fill (C14) relating to
the dispersal of the burnt spread material. Be-
low the southern end of the pit a stake-hole
(C15) was identified, filled with a similar burnt
spread-type material. A second stake-hole (C16)
was identified immediately to the southwest of

Postex photo of northeast end of trough with possible
stones of lining to right. The horizontal ranging rod lies
along the base of pit C86, looking northeast (bottom left)

Context Type L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

C3 Cut 0.33m 0.25m 0.13m
C4 Fill 0.33m 0.25m 0.13m
C13 Cut 0.50m 0.26m 0.05m
C14 Fill 0.50m 0.26m 0.05m
C15 Stakehole 0.08m n/a 0.1m
C16 Stakehole 0.12m 0.07m 0.8m
C17 Cut 1m 0.54m 0.11m
C18 Fill 1m 0.54m 0.11m
C20 Cut 0.84m 0.60m 0.02m
C21 Fill 0.84m 0.60m 0.02m
C22 Cut 2.37m 0.88m 0.34m
C23 Fill 2.03m 1.24m 0.040.07m
C35 Cut 0.72m 0.61m 0.09m
C36 Fill 0.72m 0.61m 0.09m
C46 Cut 0.90m 0.60m 0.03m
C47 Fill 0.90m 0.60m 0.03m
C48 Stakehole 0.06m 0.06m 0.07m
C49 Stakehole 0.08m 0.06m 0.08m
C50 Stakehole 0.06m 0.06m 0.12m
C67 Fill 2.37m 1.20m 0.050.18m
C68 Fill 2.06m 0.55m 0.040.07m
C69 Fill 2.75m 0.24m 0.030.12m
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the pit. This was more oval in shape and was
filled with a similar material.

Further to the east, a larger shallow pit (C46)
was identified. This was oval in plan and orient-
ated north-south. It was very shallow with only
the base of the feature surviving. The fill (C47)
was again indicative of the burnt spread dis-
persal. Two stake-holes were identified at the
base of the pit, one to the north (C48) and one
to the south (C49). Both were seen to have
tapering bases, while the southern stake-hole
leaned slightly to the south giving it an oval ap-
pearance. Immediately to the southwest of the
pit another stake-hole (C50) was identified. This
stake-hole also had a tapering base and leaned
to the south. The location of this pit, in close
proximity to the western fulacht troughs, and
the presence of stake holes at either end of the
base of the pit may suggest the feature repres-
ents a hearth, with the stake-holes possibly the
remains of a light spit or associated structure.
The stakes would have been very lightweight
however, and there was no in situ burning noted
within the pit. The location of this pit between
the presumed water supply for the fulacht and
the troughs as also somewhat problematic as
the presence of a hearth here would likely have
been an obstacle while the fulacht was in use.

The five stake-holes (C15, C16, C48, C49 and
C50) do not form an obvious pattern, though
they may be the deepest stake-holes of a feature
that has largely been truncated away over time.
A number of additional pockets of burnt
spread material were investigated in the vicinity
but were too shallow to interpret as stake-holes.

Plan of the additional features in the vicinity of the fulacht
fiadh (top)

Midex photo of pit C13 with stakeholes C15 and C16 in
the foreground, looking north (centre left)

Midex photo of pit C46 with stakeholes C48, C49 and
C50 visible. Other potential stakeholes were investigated
and found to be under 20mm in depth, possibly relating
to stones pressed into the natural from the overlying burnt
spread (bottom left)
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As mentioned above, the location of the two
stake-holes (C48 and C49) at either end of the
base of the shallow pit (C46) may also be of in-
terest and possibly suggestive of a light spit or
superstructure associated with the possible
hearth.

Two pits (C20 and C22) were identified to the
west of the northwestern pit (C9) of the water
management system. Although the two pits are
unrelated physically, they both follow a similar
trend running northeast-southwest, in a similar
orientation to the northwestern pit (C9) of the
water management system. It is possible they
relate to a former stream course or second
poorly surviving water management system
steering water away to the west of the main fu-
lacht area. Only the base of the more northerly
pit (C20) survived, but its northeast-southwest
orientation was apparent, as well as its oval
shape. The fill of the pit (C21) was very shallow,
though the presence of burnt stone and char-
coal was noted within it. To the southwest of
this was a larger and deeper pit (C22). This was
orientated north-northeast to south-southwest
and was sub-rectangular in plan, with a flat base
to the north and a more sinuous V-shaped base
to the south. The pit showed evidence of hav-
ing been eroded through water action. The basal
fill (C23) of the pit was a dense layer of com-
pact charcoal-rich sandy silt with very
occasional burnt stone. This lined the base and
sides of the pit and relates to the initial depos-
ition of charred material into the pit. The
secondary fill (C67) was a thick layer of com-
pact redeposited natural with occasional
charcoal flecking and burnt stone inclusions.
This appears to relate to the sides and base of
the pit being eroded and churned up with some

Plan showing the location of the five stakeholes identified
(top)

Midex photo of pit C20, looking west (2nd from top)

Midex photo of pit C22, looking northwest (2nd from
bottom)

Postex photo of pit C22, looking southwest (bottom)
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of the charcoal rich material below and settling
onto the base of the pit over time. Above this
was the tertiary fill of the pit (C68), an interface
fill between of clayey silt between the secondary
fill and upper fill of the pit. The nature of the
fill suggested it was a water-laid deposit. The
upper fill of the pit (C69) was the loose burnt
stone and charcoal rich black sandy silt seen
overlying the pits of the water management sys-
tem to the east and is likely to relate to the
dispersal of the burnt mound material over the
wider area after the fulacht fiadh had gone out
of use. The upper fill was found to extend on
beyond the edge of the pit to the southwest.
While no additional features were identified to
the southwest of the pit, two patches of materi-
al similar to the upper fill were noted suggesting
there may previously have been more to this
trend than has survived.

To the east of this an oval pit (C17) was identi-
fied orientated north-south. It had a sharp break
of slope at the top, concave sides and an un-
even base. It was filled with a single fill (C18),
consistent with the burnt spread material. It was
unclear what purpose the pit may have served.

To the northeast of the northern pit of the
northern pit (C9) of the water management sys-
tem was a small pit or posthole (C3), located
0.97m from the pit. It had a single fill (C4),
which consisted of burnt spread type material.
The eastern side of the feature sloped more
gently than the others, possibly to aid the erec-
tion of a post. There were no other associated
postholes identified in the surrounding area,
however another pit (C13) of similar propor-
tions was identified to the southwest of Pit C9
at approximately the same distance. It is pos-
sible that these features relate to postholes at
either side of the first pit of the water manage-
ment system (C9), however neither are distinct
enough to be certain. The feature was overlaid
by the disturbed burnt spread (C2).

Southeastfacing section of pit C22 (top)

Midex photo of pit C17, looking west (2nd from top)

Midex photo of pit C3, looking north (2nd from bottom)

Postex photo of pit C35, looking north (bottom)
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A final shallow pit (C35) was located towards
the east of the site, just beyond the eastern edge
of the burnt stone spread (C2). This was sub-
circular in shape and contained a single fill
(C36) with some burnt stone and charcoal
present, similar to the other pits to the west. A
burnt natural stone was present along the west-
ern side of the pit suggesting burning had taken
place within the pit, however no scorching was
present elsewhere within the pit. Root disturb-
ance was noted immediately to the west of the
pit. It is possible that this is the remains of a
cleaned out hearth. As with the other pits, the
fill (C36) of the pit was more consistent with
incidental filling with the dispersed burnt stone
spread material rather than a dense charcoal fill
that would be expected with a hearth, however
the feature may have been cleaned out and the
presence of the burnt natural stone protruding
from the side is indicative of in situ burning.

Hedgerow?

Five features were identified less than 1m from
the northern edge of the water management
system. A number of additional possible fea-
tures further to the north were investigated and
were found to be non-archaeological. They in-
cluded slight depressions where burnt spread
material had survived to a slightly greater depth,
stone sockets from where one of the natural
boulders frequent in the underlying subsoil had
been removed allowing a pocket of the overly-
ing disturbed burnt spread to fall into the void,
root boles from previous vegetation, and pock-
ets created by degrading sandstone and
mudstone rocks within the subsoil.

Context Type L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

C27 Fill 0.42m 0.48m 0.07m
C28 Cut 0.42m 0.48m 0.07m
C56 Cut 0.48m 0.44m 0.15m
C57 Fill 0.48m 0.44m 0.15m
C58 Cut 1.50m 0.85m 0.11m
C59 Fill 1.50m 0.85m 0.11m
C62 Cut 1.18m 0.66m 0.09m
C63 Fill 1.18m 0.66m 0.09m
C64 Cut 0.88m 0.86m 0.08m
C65 Fill 0.88m 0.86m 0.030.04m
C66 Fill 0.88m 0.86m 0.040.05m

Preex photo of features C56 and C58, looking west. The
irregularity suggested these were root boles as opposed

to pits (top right)

Midex photo of feature C62, looking northeast (centre
right)

Preex photo of feature C64, looking southwest (bottom
right)
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A cluster of shallow pits (C28, C56, C58, C62
and C64) was uncovered further to the north of
the eastern channel (C81) of the water manage-
ment system. Four of the pits (C28, C56, C58
and C62) had a single fill (C27, C57, C59 and
C63), while they fourth (C64) contained two
fills. The fills (C27, C57 and C59) of three of
the pits (C28, C56 and C58) and the upper fill
(C66) of the pit with two fills (C64) were similar
to one another, being consistent with the burnt
spread material that would have overlaid the
area. The fill of the other pit (C62), the most
westerly of this group of pits, was a mix of
burnt spread-type material with topsoil, possibly
indicating this feature is somewhat later in ori-
gin. This shape of this pit was somewhat
irregular also and it is possible that it was caused
through natural root disturbance. The northern
edge of the pit was truncated by the northern
east-northeast to west-southwest agricultural
gully (C87). The lower fill (C65) of the pit con-
taining two fills (C64) was a brown sandy clay
and while it contained some charcoal it was not
densely packed as with the other pit fills. This
suggests the initial fill built up within the pit pri-
or to the burnt spread being strewn over this
part of the site.

None of the pits are consistent with each other
in shape or size, nor do they form an obvious
pattern or suggest an identifiable function. It
was not clear whether the features were indeed
archaeological in nature. No finds were re-
trieved from any of their fills. It is possible that
all the pits are non-archaeological, possibly rep-
resenting a row of root boles of shrubs
growing on the slope above the water manage-
ment system. A cluster of root boles and stone
sockets containing burnt spread-type material
were also investigated further to the north along
the west side of one of the agricultural gullies
(C60). None of these turned out to be archae-
ological with clear evidence for root action,
degrading limestone, mudstone and sandstone
boulders, or large natural boulders having been
removed. The pits along the northern side of
the water management system are all shallow in
nature suggesting truncation had taken place in
the past. This truncation may also be impeding
the understanding of these features.

Agricultural features

The latest features on the site were agricultural
in nature. The largest of these was the former
field boundary (C85) at the southern end of the
site. The southern edge of this feature extended
beyond the limit of the excavation, however a
trench was extended to identify the full extent
of this feature. The ditch was found to be 12m
in width, and possibly represents a wide in-

Interpretative postex plan with the possible hedgerow
highlighted in green
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formal waterlogged stream between the two
drumlins rather than a formalised ditch, given
the width of the feature. The northern edge of
the ditch was not identified, having been trun-
cated away by the later drain (C5), which
appears to have been inserted along the north-
ern edge of the ditch after it was backfilled. The
fill of the ditch (C19) contained peaty organic
material with inclusions of post-medieval
ceramics, slag and glass. The disturbed burnt
spread (C2) was found to overlie the backfill of
the field boundary (C19).

Field drain
An east-west running field drain (C5) ran across
the site near the northern edge of the field
boundary ditch. It was partially stone-lined in

places though in other large boulders, common
in the surrounding boulder clay, had been ran-
domly deposited into the drain cut, aiding
drainage though with less formal construction.
Overlying the stones a layer of redeposited
burnt stone, charcoal and topsoil relating to the
material the drain was cut into formed the re-
mainder of the fill of the cut, while between the
stones a silt was identified relating to the silting
up of the drain. The drain was still partially
functional. The drain cut the disturbed burnt
spread (C2), the buried topsoil (C30) to the west
and the fill (C19) of the field boundary (C85) to
the south. It also truncated the large shallow pit
(C86) relating to fulacht activity towards the
southern end of the site, and the deeper fulacht
trough (C37), which was also truncated by the

Plan showing the location of modern agricultural and
drainage features on the site (top left)

View of the trench excavated through ditch C85, looking
north (top right)

View of section through drain C5  beside ranging rod 
and trough C7  to left, looking east (bottom right)
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large shallow pit (C86). The drain is likely to be
a relatively recent agricultural feature, possibly
created in the 20th century when the field
boundary to the south was removed.

Dug in from the northern edge of the drain cut,
a small animal burrow or den (C92) was un-
covered, which truncated the southwestern
corners of two of the fulacht troughs (C7 and
C37). This appeared to be a relatively modern
feature and it contained a loose backfill of col-
lapsed material (C93). A number of animal
bones were retrieved from the base of the fea-
ture. This is likely to have been a fox den or rat
hole accessed via the drain.

Gullies
Four gullies were identified across the site, two
running north-south (C60 and C90) and two
running east-northeast to west-southwest (C29
and C87). The two north-south gullies were
generally wider than the latter two gullies, and
are likely to have brought water from the top of
the slope to the north towards the drain (C5),
which they ran perpendicular to. A decorated
clay pipe stem and piece of brick were retrieved
from the fill (C61) of the eastern gully (C60).
They both contained single fills (C61 and C91)
that were a mixture of topsoil-like material and
the disturbed burnt spread material that the fea-
tures were cut into. The eastern gully was seen
to cut both of the northeast-southwest gullies
(C29 and C87), as well as the eastern channel
(C81) relating to the water management system.

The two northeast-southwest running gullies
(C29 and C87) ran across the archaeological
part of the site. They were cut by the eastern
north-south gully (C60). They relate to an earlier
phase of drainage, possibly prior to the inser-
tion of the field drain (C5) while the field
boundary ditch (C85) was still in use, though
they run at an angle to the ditch. The gullies
were approximately three metres apart. The
northern gully (C87) cut across the northern
end of one of the pits to the north of the water
management system (C62). The southern gully
(C29) cut across the eastern channel (C81) relat-
ing to the water management system. Both
would have truncated additional features,
however their survival was too poor to show
this clearly. They both contained single fills

(C89 and C88) that were a mixture of topsoil-
like material and the disturbed burnt spread ma-
terial that the features were cut into.

Plough furrows
In the northeastern part of the site, at the top
of the slope of the small drumlin, a series of
eleven plough furrows were identified running
north-south across the higher ground. They are
present at the point where there was very little
topsoil cover over the underlying subsoil and
are likely to relate to relatively recent agricultural
activity. All were filled with a mid-brown silty
clay topsoil-like material. They were not indi-
vidually numbered.
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Introduction

The excavation revealed that the disturbed
burnt spread (C2) previously identified during
the two testing programmes (Giacometti 2015
and McGlade 2015) originally related to a pre-
historic fulacht fiadh. The remains of the
fulacht fiadh uncovered on the site consist of a
number of troughs, a series of pits and chan-
nels relating to the supply of water to the
fulacht area, a large disturbed spread of fire-
cracked stone and charcoal, and possible

hearths and firing locations. The fulacht was
located on a relatively steep slope on the side of
a low drumlin, with a low-lying area, previously
occupied by a ditch that formed a field bound-
ary, to the south. The field boundary ditch is
likely to have replaced a marshy or boggy
stretch of land lying between the small drumlin
in the north of the development site and a
second to the southwest. The large amount of
burnt stone and charcoal present suggests the
fulacht fiadh may have been used over an exten-
ded period.

Section 3 Discussion

Interpretative postex plan of the site
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Fulachtaí fia

A by-product of the recent building boom has
seen a large number of fulachtaí fia being excav-
ated and this has resulted not only in an increase
in our knowledge of fulachtaí fia but has ques-
tioned the basic interpretation as to both their
time-frame and function (Dennehy 2008, 5).
The term fulacht fiadh has come to be used to
refer to a monument type that was involved in
pyrolithic technology – or the heating of stones.

The spelling varies in both the singular (Fulacht
fiadh, fulacht fian) and the plural (fulachta fiadh,
fulachtaí fia). "Fiadh" in Old Irish meant
something like "wild", often relating to animals
such as deer, while fian refers to the mytholo-
gical band of hunters and warriors, the Fianna.
There are historical references to the use of pits
dug into the earth used for cooking and bathing,
with one, For a Feasa ar Éirinn, noting that they
are known among the peasantry as fulacht fian
(O’Neill 2004, 80). Other historical references
clearly use the term "fulacht" to describe a
cooking spit, a close reading of these accounts
suggests that the term actually derives from a
word meaning support and probably carries a
deliberate reference to the Irish words for blood
and meat (ibid., 84). As such the term itself is
probably incorrect when discussing sites in-
volved in pyrolithic technology, however this
has become the understood name for the
monument type. This report uses the term fu-
lacht fiadh for the singular and fulachtaí fia for
the plural of the site type.

Fulachtaí fia are relatively common monuments
in Mayo with 383 listed in the RMP files and an
additional 145 sites recorded as burnt mounds.
More examples have been uncovered recently
on excavations in the vicinity of Castlebar relat-
ing to the town bypass.  Fulachtaí fia are found
to be primarily of Bronze Age date, though lit-
erary sources suggest their continued use, in a
limited and perhaps anachronistic and ritualistic
way, into the early historic period (O’Neill 2004,
83), while some archaeologically dated ex-
amples have been dated as early as the Neolithic
period (Hawkes 2015). When excavated, they
usually consist of a hearth, a mound of fire-
cracked stones and burnt material, and a trough
(Waddell 1998, 174-5). Frequently the hearth is

absent or does not survive, indicating this was a
less formal feature of the site. Fulachtaí fia may
also have had additional coverings of light
structures, or associated structures and build-
ings. It is thought that hot stones were dropped
into a water-filled trough to heat the water for
cooking or other purposes. They are generally
located in wet/marshy areas, with many being
built into or near streambeds and water sources.
Occasionally the waste material is placed in a
visible horseshoe-shaped mound surrounding
the fulacht fiadh. More frequently fulachtaí fia
have no visible above-ground component and
take the appearance of a subsurface layer of
burnt material, having been spread out through
agricultural activity over time.

Although fulachtaí fia have a widespread distri-
bution across the country they are generally
found to be clustered in areas where there is
other settlement evidence (Grogan 2005, 41-2).
This was also noted during some of the recent
road schemes, for example at Clonmore North,
Co. Tipperary, where a fulacht fiadh was excav-
ated on the same site as a contemporary
habitation site, while at Brackbaun, Co. Limer-
ick a Late Bronze Age/ Early Iron Age fulacht
fiadh was situated close to an Iron Age settle-
ment and burial site (McQuade et al 2009, 119).
It was also noted at Caltragh, Co. Sligo, where
three of the fulachtaí fia in closest proximity to
the Bronze Age houses uncovered there appear
to have been contemporary, suggesting they
were components of a more permanent settle-
ment pattern (Danaher 2007, 40). Although no
Bronze Age settlement sites have been identi-
fied as yet in the vicinity of the site at
Knockaphunta, the possibility for such should
be considered, perhaps on the slightly higher
ground to the west near where the enclosures
and earthwork are recorded in the RMP files, or
to the northeast in the vicinity of the town it-
self.

Traditionally, fulachtaí fia have been interpreted
as temporary prehistoric cooking/feasting sites,
but over the last decade evidence has emerged
for non-food related activities taking place on
some fulacht sites (e.g., Dennehy 2008), and
fleshed out how food and drink may have been
cooked/produced at the sites (e.g., Quinn &
Moore 2009). At the same time, a better under-
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standing of prehistoric settlement in Ireland
from several decades of archaeological excava-
tions have allowed for a more nuanced
interpretation of fulachtaí fia sites and their role
in a complex, settled society of Bronze Age Ir-
ish kingdoms (e.g., Hawkes 2015 and the social
role of fulachtaí fia).

Alternative suggestions for the use of fulachtaí
fia have also been postulated, with some being
replicated in experimental archaeology. An ex-
periment carried out in 2009 demonstrated that
a fulacht-type feature could be used in the brew-
ing of beer (Quinn & Moore 2009). The general
lack of animal bone from fulacht fiadh sites, in-
cluding the one uncovered at Knockaphunta, is
one of the reasons put forward for questioning
the traditional cooking place interpretation for
all fulachtaí fia. Semi-industrial uses, such as in
the washing and dying of clothes and hides or
in the preparation of leather, have be con-
sidered (Waddell 1998, 177). Recent studies on
the environmental evidence from fulachtaí fia
has led to the suggestion that some fulachtaí fia
may not be related to cooking at all, and were
used in textile production (Brown et al., 2016,
26). Experiments carried out in 1999 demon-
strated that fulachtaí fia could be used in the
processing of textiles, such as washing, dyeing
and fulling (Denvir 1999, cited in Dennehy
2008, 14).

Some have suggested they may have been used
as saunas or sweathouses, such as that at Rath-
patrick, Co. Waterford (Eogan & Shee Twohig
2012, 179) or the large hut encircling a trough
found at Cloughjordan, Co. Tipperary (Dennehy
2006). Additionally, they may have been used as
bathing places, as suggested in the medieval tale
of the Romance of Mis, (O’Drisceoil 1990),
where Dubh Ruis bathes Mis in the trough wa-
ter rich in melted deer fat following their meal.
This would suggest a dual function for the fea-
ture in question, and this is likely to be the case
with many fulachtaí fia, where they would have
served more than one function.

It should be noted that the type of stone used
in the fulacht may be an indicator as to their
function. Sandstone is a better choice of stone
for use in these features as it retains heat better
(Dennehy 2008, 18). The use of limestone,

while not retaining heat as well, would also have
had a secondary issue caused by the repeated
heating of the stone resulting in a chemical re-
action turning it into slaked lime, making it
highly unsuitable for cooking or bathing (ibid.).
In cases where limestone is present therefore,
other functions should be considered. While
some burnt limestone was noted within the
spread, the majority of the burnt stone recor-
ded was sandstone, which would be suitable for
a fulacht fiadh. The predominant use of sand-
stone at the site is both practical, as it was
present within the boulder clay in the surround-
ing area, and efficient as the stone could be
heated and cooled around five times before
splitting into unusable fragments (Buckley 1990,
171).

A more detailed comparison with other sites
will be made once the environmental analysis
and radiocarbon dating has been completed.
This will allow for comparisons with fulachtaí
fia and other sites of a similar date in Mayo. It
will also be of interest to find comparisons for
the layout of the fulacht, with associated man-
aged water system being an unusual feature.

Disturbance of the burnt spread

The truncated remains of the fulacht fiadh was
uncovered beneath the disturbed burnt spread
during the monitoring phase (McGlade 2016)
with further features being uncovered beneath
the spread during the excavation. The site was
found to have been heavily disturbed during the
20th century. The burnt spread (C2) overlay the
fill (C19) of the field boundary (C85) at the
southern end of the site, which was filled in
between the 1910s and the 1950s, as well as a
buried topsoil (C30) to the west of the site,
which contained early modern pottery. In the
central portion of the site the spread was found
to contain early modern pottery, glass and metal
throughout and it was not possible to identify
an undisturbed section of the spread. It can be
assumed that the upper levels of all the features
identified beneath the spread were truncated
during the disturbance of the overlying spread.
This is particularly apparent to the south of the
stone-lined trough (C73), where the lining has
been truncated away from the southern end. It
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is unclear where the burnt spread was originally
located, or the burnt mound or mounds of
burnt stone and charcoal waste from the use of
the fulacht fiadh would have stood. The man-
ager of the adjacent Rural Training Centre
informed me that ash from the boilers at St
Mary’s Hospital, Castlebar had been dumped on
the site for over a hundred years, and that an old
man he knew used this material to make roads
in the past (Andy Neary pers. comm. 2016). The
site may also have been used as a dumping
ground for waste material from the nearby
limekilns during the late 19th and 20th century.
This may explain the heavily truncated nature
of the material and the mix of modern ceramics
and glass with the potential burnt mound ma-
terial associated with the fulacht.

Prehistoric fulachtaí fia with significant modern
disturbance have been noted elsewhere in Mayo,
with modern ceramics recorded within the dis-
turbed burnt spreads of at least six sites
including Deerpark East 1 (Excavation Licence
No. 01E0562, Excavations Ref. 2001:906) and
Gortaroe (Excavation Licence No. 01E650 ext.,
Excavations Ref. 2002:1393). The relatively mo-
bile nature of the burnt stone and charcoal
mound material allows for intrusive finds of
comparatively recent date to occasionally be
found within the material, particularly if the site
has seen truncation in the past.

The fulacht troughs

Beneath the disturbed burnt spread a number
of features were uncovered. Four of these ap-
pear to have been troughs (C7, C37, C70 and
C73), with one being relatively informal (C70),
two consisting of steep-sided and flat bottomed
pits (C7 and C37) suggesting better construc-
tion and the fourth (C73), which had a partial
rough stone lining, being the best constructed.

The troughs appear to have been dug consecut-
ively, with the earliest of the western troughs
(C70) being truncated by the stone-lined trough
(C73). The same is seen to the south with an
earlier trough (C7) being cut by a later slightly
deeper example (C37). In both cases the posi-
tion of the new trough is only slightly removed
from the earlier example, with one side being

cut through the fills of the earlier trough. The
reason for this repositioning is unclear. There
may have been a period of abandonment during
which the earlier troughs became partially in-
filled, with the new troughs being dug beside
the earlier example and incidentally cutting into
the backfill. Alternatively they may have been
moved slightly to the west and south away from
the clear central area.

It is not known at present whether a pair of
troughs were always open at the same time. It is
possible that two of the troughs may have been
in use at any one time, or that there was only
one in use at a time. What is clear is that by the
time the large shallow pit (C86) to the south was
constructed the southern two troughs had gone
out of use. This infers that there was still activ-
ity being carried out at the site, possibly

Preex view of the disturbed burnt spread C2, looking
northeast (top)

View of the limekiln depicted on the 1950s revision of the
OS map in the field to the northeast of the site (bottom)
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suggesting the western troughs are
later. This will be investigated when
looking at the radiocarbon dates for
the site.

The four troughs identified on the
site were all sub-rectangular in shape,
though the western two were more
elongated. There was an interesting
comparison between the troughs with
the earlier troughs being replaced
with a broadly similar trough both to
the west and south. Does this suggest
they served different functions, or
that they were constructed at differ-
ent times? The two western troughs
(C70 and C73) measured 3.74-4.2m
in length, 1.3-1.56m in width and 0.5-
0.6m in depth and the two southern
troughs (C7 and C37) 1.3-1.77m in
length, 1.4-1.05m in width and 0.51-
0.83m in depth. Of the twelve fu-
lachtaí fia excavated along the N8
road scheme in counties Tipperary,
Limerick and Cork, the trough sizes
ranged from 1.8-5m in length, 0.88-
2.5m in width and 0.33-0.77m in
depth (McQuade et al 2009, 120).
This shows that the Knockaphunta troughs are
within the range of trough size seen elsewhere
in the country.

A single find was associated with the fulacht
troughs: a fragment of unburnt animal skull
found in the upper fill (C8) of the earlier of the
southern troughs (C7). This is a common fea-
ture of fulachtaí fia, where food waste and
other finds are notable in their relative absence
(Waddell 1998, 177). The remainder of the finds
uncovered during the excavation relate to later
disturbance of the site. It is possible that this
fragment of bone from the trough also derives
from modern disturbance or intrusion, as it was
retrieved in the vicinity of the animal burrow to
the south of the trough.

Intensity ofuse
The internal dimensions of the lined trough
(C73) were significantly smaller at 2.6m in
length, 0.6m in width and 0.6m in depth, which
indicates that if there previously was a lining in
the other troughs, their capacity would have
been significantly reduced. When the lining of
trough C73 is taken into account, the Knocka-
phunta troughs have an average capacity of
1.65m3. Enough fire-cracked stones were ex-
cavated in the spread (c. 161m3) to fill one of
the troughs over 97 times. A water-filled trough
would have required at most to be half-filled
with stones in order to boil water (Fahy 1960,
cited in Sheehan 1990, 35; Dennehy 2008, 14),

Post ex plan of troughs C70 and C73 (top)

Postex plan of troughs C7 and C37 (bottom)
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but almost certainly far less hot stones were
used per trough heating (Hawkes 2015). Experi-
ments carried out by M.J. O’Kelly in 1952
relating to a site at Ballyvourney I, Co. Cork
demonstrated that cooking, both with the
trough filled and empty of water, could be car-
ried out in fulacht troughs and in his
experiments produced c. 0.5m3 of waste broken
stone in the process (Waddell 1998, 175). Nu-
merous other experiments relating the use of
fulachtaí fia have been carried out since then,
for example Denvir’s experiments in 1999,
which demonstrated that fulachtaí fia could be
used in textile processing for washing, dying and
fulling (Denvir 1999, cited in Dennehy 2008,
14). She found that only twelve heated stones
were required to bring the trough to boil and
one stone every ten minutes added to keep a
constant temperature (ibid.). As Dennehy has
pointed out, (Dennehy 2008, 14) there are issues
with using the size of the burnt mound material
to exactly identify the number of uses of the
site, however it can be used to infer the intensity
of use. Based on the volume of waste produced
as suggested in O’Kelly’s experiments there
could have been up to 322 separate heating
episodes on the site at Knockaphunta, assuming
the stones were heated only once. Using Fahy’s
figure of a half-filled trough this would suggest
c. 195 heating events. Buckley has demonstrated
that sandstone, which formed the bulk of the
burnt stone spread from the site, could be
heated and cooled around five times before
breaking into unusable fragments (Buckley
1990, 171). This may suggest that the site could
have been used up to 975 (after Fahy),or even
1,610 times (after O'Kelly). Even taking the
lowest possible projection of 195 events, this
implies an extended presence in the area. The
site was used intensively and suggests repeated
use.

Linings
One point that should be made relates to the
ability of the various troughs to hold water.
Two distinct natural layers were identified on
the site: a white and yellow sand to the north;
and a yellow boulder clay with large degrading
grey sandstone boulders to the south. All the
features identified on the site were initially cut
through the upper sand layer. As well as making
the job of the archaeologist very easy, with the

Postex photo of partial stone lining in trough C73, looking
north (top)

Postex photo of trough C37 with stones present in corner
that may be the remains of a stone lining (centre)

Midex photo of section through trough C7 with upright
stone at northern edge of trough, possibly representing
the remains of a stone lining, visible to the left (bottom)
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dark fills of the various features standing out
clearly from the pale natural sand, this material
was also easy to dig. It was also easily eroded, as
seen in a number of the features where the
edges were difficult to identify clearly as they
had collapsed and been undercut in the past.
This natural sand would not have efficiently
held water, however, as the water would not
stand in the pits for long. Interestingly the two
troughs to the south (C7 and C37) were dug
down through the upper sand layer and into the
boulder clay below, suggesting they would have
been more water-tight. The two eastern pits of
the water management system (C51 and C77)
were also dug into the underlying boulder clay.

The question must be posed as to how water
was held within these troughs and pits for any
great time. Indeed, with the two later troughs,
which were partially cut into earlier partially
backfilled troughs, the ability to hold water
would have been reduced even further. It is
highly likely that the troughs previously had lin-
ings that have not survived, such as clay or
natural materials such as wicker or leather. It is
unlikely that they were wood-lined as the cuts
were not formalised enough with straight edges
to have housed a wooden lining. In the case of
the trough that was partially lined, the lining was
clearly not intended to create a water-tight con-
tainer, as the stones were rounded and uneven
with gaps and holes. There was some suggestion
that the two troughs to the south (C7 and C37)
may also have had poorly surviving stone lining-
s. These lining appears to relate to a formalising
of the sides of the troughs, possibly in an at-
tempt to avoid collapse, rather than provide a
water tight layer.

By contrast, the sides of some of the pits form-
ing the water management system were
particularly eroded and undercut, which would
have happened naturally as water passed
through the water management system, and
suggests these pits were never lined.

Partially stone-lined troughs similar to Knocka-
phunta have been identified elsewhere. A
partially stone-lined fulacht trough was excav-
ated in Brackbaun, Co. Limerick with rounded
stones recorded along the short side of the
trough (McQuade et al 2009, 102). A fragment

of timber on the base of the trough suggested
it had been lined (ibid.). Another trough par-
tially lined with stone was recorded at Clonmore
North, Co. Tipperary (ibid., 107).

72 sites in Mayo are recorded as single or mul-
tiple fulachtaí fia in the online Excavations
Bulletins. An additional 24 sites are recorded as
burnt mounds. Some of these may form part of
the 383 fulachtaí fia and 145 burnt mound sites
listed in the RMP files for the county. It is inter-
esting to note that of the 96 fulacht fiadh and
burnt mound sites excavated, only 8 are recor-
ded as having been dug into a sandy natural. A
further seven note the presence of sand, pos-
sibly derived from crushed or broken down
burnt sandstone, at the base of fulacht troughs.
While this could also be due to a lack of sandy
subsoils in the county, it would seem that it was
not ideal to locate a fulacht on sandy natural in
Mayo, with only 8.3% of excavated examples
recorded as being cut into this material. The
majority were cut into natural boulder clay or
peat, with boulder clay offering better imper-
meability and peat, being water-logged, not
causing the troughs to drain easily. Whether the
site was located in sandy subsoil intentionally is
unknown, however the ability of the troughs to
self-drain after use might have been seen as a
benefit for cleaning for example. Theoretically,
if a temporary lining such as leather was used
this could be removed after the processing or
cooking was completed allowing the water to
seem into the natural sand surrounding the
trough and making the removal of the fractured
stone from the trough easier.

The water management system

To the north of the fulacht troughs a series of
pits and channels appear to have managed a
small stream or watercourse from the top of the
drumlin, directing it through five pits (C9, C41,
C33, C51 and C77) via a number of small chan-
nels (C44, C94, C31 and C81) from northwest
to southeast. The system skirts around to the
north of the area the fulacht troughs are located
in, diverting any uncontrolled water away from
the area and off towards the low-lying, probably
marshy ground, to the southeast.
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Two of the pits along the system were deeper
and more pronounced than the others. Interest-
ingly these also happen to be the pits closest to
the fulacht troughs with the second pit of the
water management system (C41) lying to the
north of the two western troughs and the
fourth pit (C51) lying to the northeast of the
southern two troughs. These pits could have
been used to provide water to the fulacht
troughs in a controlled manner.

There was some evidence for the control of wa-
ter flowing through the system with steps in the
base apparent in two of the channels (C44 and
C31). This may have allowed some of the pits
to be filled and emptied at various times. There
was also some suggestion that not all the pits
were in use at the same time, with the second
pit from the north (C41) having been partially
filled in prior to the abandonment of the sys-
tem.

Was this series of pits and channels created
simply to provide a water source for the fulacht
troughs, or could they have served an additional
purpose? Perhaps they represent another stage
in the processing being carried out at the site. In
contrast to the hot water being produced in the
fulacht troughs, the water managed from this
series of channels and pits would have been
cold, and simultaneous access to varies temper-
atures (boiling, tepid, cold) of water may have
been an important aspect for the prehistoric
activities carried out on the site.

To the author, this water management system
associated with the fulacht fiadh appears more
elaborate than those seen at other fulacht fiadh
sites. The fulacht fiadh was located towards the
base of the low drumlin with a low-lying and
presumably marshy, wet and boggy area imme-
diately to the south, in the vicinity of the
post-medieval field boundary. This could have
served to provide water for the fulacht troughs,
however a somewhat elaborate water manage-
ment system was created instead, probably fed
by a small streamlet running from the top of
the drumlin to the north into the lowland area
to the south of the fulacht fiadh. The water in
the boggy and marshy area between the two
drumlins appears to have been rejected. It is
possible that the water in the marshy area was

dirty or stagnant and a source of clean fresh
water was more desirable.

A second water management or drainage system
was recorded to the west with two features (C20
and C22) arranged along a similar northeast-
southwest alignment. Previously a third feature
was identified to the southwest of the larger pit
(C22), however this was very shallow and did
not survive well enough to record during the
excavation. On reflection, this may be the base
of a second water management system to the
west of the fulacht, possibly designed to protect
the western side of the working area around the
fulacht fiadh from inundation, directing water
away from the area to the southwest.

Interpretative plan showing the water management sys
tem in relation to the fulacht fiadh with the low lying
ground highlighted to the south (top)

Postex photo of the step in the base of channel C31
(bottom)
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The clear areas

The archaeological features on the site were
defined by channels and pits cut into the sub-
soil. However, areas without these would still
have been utilised. Limited archaeology was
noted to the north of the site, but given the
shallow depth of topsoil in this part of the site
it is very likely that agricultural activity and oth-
er post-medieval and modern disturbance would
have impacted on features in this part of the
site.

During the excavation it became clear that two
areas of the site had conspicuous absences of
cut features. The first of these was located to
the west between the north-northeast to south-
southwest trend of pits (C20 and C22) and
northern end of the northwest-southeast run-
ning water management system and western
troughs. This strip may have been the access
route down the slope towards the fulacht
troughs. The trend of pits to the west were pos-
sibly channelling a second small water course,
protecting the western side of the path. This
would have allowed for access down to the
western troughs along their western side.

View of the site looking east with clear strip possibly rep
resenting the access to the site to the west of the

unexcavated troughs C70 and C73 visible in the centre.
(top)

View of the site looking north with clear area in centre of
site apparent surrounded by the dark fills of the cut

features (centre)

Interpretative plan showing the clear areas (bottom)
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The second area where there was a conspicuous
absence of features was in the centre of the site
between the water management system and the
fulacht troughs to the west and south. This area
measured 4.2m x 2.6-3m and was roughly paral-
lel to and of similar proportions to the
combined area of the two western troughs (C70
and C73). This blank space at the heart of the
site was intriguing and was immediately appar-
ent during the excavation. There are two
possible suggestions for it being left untouched.
The first is that this was the original location of
the burnt mound, and the reason no cut fea-
tures exist in this area was because it was
occupied by the pile of burnt stone and char-
coal waste created during the use of the fulacht
fiadh. This interpretation is supported by the se-
quence of construction of the fulacht troughs,
as later troughs were recut slightly further away
from this open area. It could be suggested that
there was a need to move the troughs away
from the ever increasing and spreading burnt
mound. An alternate interpretation is that this
open area was kept free as the work area of the
site allowing the various pits and troughs to be
accessed from a central location. This sugges-
tion is also plausible, as from this central area
three of the pits along the water management
system (C33, C41 and C51) are readily access-
ible, as well as the troughs to the south (C7 and
C37) and the west (C70 and C73).

Hearths and firing locations

Four possible hearths or firing locations on the
site. The first is to the east of the site beyond
the eastern limit of the burnt spread and con-
sisted of a small sub-circular pit (C35). This pit
was found to have a natural stone along one
side of the base that exhibited signs of in situ
burning, suggesting the pit may have been used
as a hearth. The location of the pit is quite far
removed from the fulacht activity however and
it seems unlikely that this pit was used to heat
the stones for the fulacht as they would then
have to be transported while hot to the troughs.
The feature may still have been a hearth, but
serving a different function.

The second possible hearth is suggested more
by its location. This is a pit (C84) to the west of

and cut by the stone-lined fulacht trough (C73).
The proximity of this pit to the earlier trough
(C70), also cut by the later stone-lined trough,
suggests it was associated with the earlier
trough, with use as a hearth being a possibility.
The location of the pit would have been ideal as

Plan showing the location of the possible hearths and fir
ing locations (top)

Postex photo of pit C35, looking north (middle)

Midex photo of pit C46, looking east (bottom)
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there would not have been a need to move the
hot stones any great distance. The grey silt fill
(C83) of the pit may derive from a concentra-
tion of ash within the hearth, and the fill was
different from the fills of the other features in
the vicinity.

A shallow possible hearth (C46) was identified
to the north of the western troughs. The loca-

tion of this pit, in close proximity to the
troughs, and the presence of stake holes at
either end of the base of the pit may suggest
the feature represents a hearth, with the stake-
holes possibly the remains of a light spit or as-
sociated structure. The stakes would have been
very lightweight however, and there was no in
situ burning noted within the pit. The location
of this pit between the presumed water supply
for the fulacht and the troughs as also some-
what problematic as the presence of a hearth
here would likely have been an obstacle while
the fulacht was in use.

The final possible firing location is over and on
top of the burnt stone refuse itself. This is sug-
gested by a concentration of fire reddened
burnt stone (C24) within the large shallow pit
(C86) to the south of the site. The pit (C86) cut
and overlay the two troughs to the south (C7
and C37) and was somewhat unusual given its
size and the shallow nature of the cut. It is un-
clear what function this served. One possibility
is that it was used to house the growing burnt
mound waste material after the southern two
troughs had gone out of use. It contained fire-
reddened burnt stone in higher concentration
than elsewhere indicating these stones had been
directly fired. Dennehy has suggested (2008, 11)
that concentrations of reddened stone within
the burnt mound material may indicate the loc-
ation of hearths located within the burnt
mound rather than on the natural subsoil
nearby.

Additional features on the site

A number of other features were identified on
the site during the excavation. To the east a
series of five features (C28, C56, C58, C62 and
C64) were identified to the north of the water
management system. It is possible that these
features may represent a line of root boles re-
lating to a hedgerow previously running along
the northern side of the water management
system. This would explain their poor definition
and lack of regularity, while also making sense
practically. A hedgerow along the higher ground
to the north of the water management system
would have given some protection to the pits
and channels to the south limiting the flow of

Midex photo of northfacing section through troughs C70
and C73 and pit C84 to right, looking south (top)

Northfacing section through southern end of troughs C70
and C73 and pit C84 (middle)

Midex photo of site with the eastern extent of shallow pit
C86 apparent to the right of baulk (bottom)
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water into the system from the sides and firm-
ing up the ground above the area of activity
associated with the fulacht fiadh. If a hedgerow
was allowed, or encouraged, to grow along the
side of the water management system, this sug-
gests a long term use of the site, and perhaps a
certain level of planning.

Five stake-holes (C15, C16, C48, C49 and C50)
were recorded during the excavation in the area
between the western fulacht troughs (C70 and
C73) and the northern end of the water man-
agement system (C9 and C41). It is unclear
whether these stake-holes were related to one
another. They did not form a regular shape,
however they may be deeper surviving elements
of a light structure associated with the fulacht
fiadh. Alternatively they may have served separ-
ate functions, with two possibly associated with
a structure relating to a hearth, as suggested
above.

Occupation in the wider area

In the later 19th century a 26-foot long canoe
made of oak (suggesting a dugout canoe), was
recovered during drainage works at a lake near
Castlebar (NMI Files; Ref 1882:365). The lake
is not specified but it may well be Lough Lan-
nagh, which lies just outside the northwestern
limits of the town. The boat is recorded as con-
taining some ‘stone implements’ and some
bones, and was presented to the museum by the
Governor of Castlebar Prison. A second record
for a dugout canoe, identified as having been
recovered from Lough Lannagh, refers to a
sample from the boat taken for the purposes of
radiocarbon dating. It is noted in the files that
the boat itself was not in the possession of the
museum, and it must be assumed it is a separate
boat to that of the 1882 acquisition. The files
held no results of the carbon 14 dating, and it is
unknown if this was carried out (NMI files).

Archaeological investigations in recent decades
have uncovered numerous fulachtaí fia in the
wider Castlebar area, indicating human activity
in the area in the Bronze Age. The discoveries
of the dugout canoes at Lough Lannagh and a
bronze axehead, bronze cake and gold bracelets
in the neighbourhood of Castlebar, also attest
to prehistoric activity in, and possibly occupa-
tion of, the area. Castlebar provides an area of
fertile ground to the south of the poorer
mountainous lands, and close to the shores of
Lough Lannagh and other smaller lakes, and
thus would have been an attractive settling point
in prehistory.

The RMP files also record the presence of a
burnt mound, a cairn, a mound and a stone
circle, all of which may date to the prehistoric
period, in the vicinity of the town. The stone
circle, located to the east of the site to the south
of Saleen Lough and one of 24 known from

Plan showing the location of the possible hedgerow to
the north of the water management system (top left)

Location of the closest RMP sites to the site (bottom left)
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Mayo, lies 1km from the site. These are largely
dated to the Bronze Age and are believed to
have served a ritual function, further indicating
an occupation of the lands in the vicinity of the
site during the Bronze Age. A number of un-
dated enclosures in the vicinity are also
recorded, though these may relate to later peri-
ods.

While the settlement evidence in the immediate
area is somewhat low at present, the large num-
ber of fulachtaí fiadh in the vicinity would
suggest that a relatively substantial population
was present in the area throughout the prehis-
toric period. The evidence from the
archaeological excavation of the fulact fiadh at
Knockaphunta suggests this site was used re-
peatedly, probably over an extended period of
time, and formed part of the landscape of the
people that used it.

Postex plan of the site
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Specialist analysis and reporting on the archae-
ological material retrieved from the excavation
is to be carried out and will be compiled as part
of the final report when they are returned.

The specialists selected for the project are as
follows:

Post-medieval pottery: Antoine Giacometti
Environmental analysis: Lorna O’Donnell
Animal bone: To be confirmed

The metal finds will be catalogued and recorded
in house.

Based on the results of the environmental ana-
lysis it is hoped to identify datable material from
a number of key features across the site. Ra-
diocarbon dates will be obtained for the fulacht
troughs to date the general period of use of the
site and in an attempt to identify the duration
of use of the site and order of use of the fu-
lacht troughs. This is dependent on the quality

and suitability of the datable material returned
from the environmental analysis.

It is hoped that these additional analyses will be
able to further the understanding of the site and
add the overall picture of the excavation. The
dating evidence will help greatly to give context
to the fulacht fiadh, allowing it to be placed into
a time frame for activity in the Mayo region and
allow for comparison with other fulachtaí fia in
the region. It will also be possible to see what
other sites are present in the surrounding area
during this time, giving a further insight into
who may have been living in this area and using
this fulacht site.

Section 4 Specialist reports
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APPENDIX A  Context Register
Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C1 Sprea

d

n/a n/a 34.2m 25-30.5m 0.05-

0.2m

Topsoil Topsoil. Mid brown silty clay topsoil overlying the 

disturbed burnt spread in places. In some places 

the topsoil had been removed in the recent past 

and the disturbed burnt spread lay directly below 

the sod

modern pottery, 

glass

C2 n/a

C2 Sprea

d

n/a n/a 22.8m 17.7m 0.17-

0.4m

Burnt spread Disturbed burnt spread consisting of dark grey to 

black sandy silt with occasional burnt sandstone 

inclusions and frequent charcoal. Orientated E-W. 

Modern ceramics, glass and metal were found 

within all levels of the disturbed burnt spread. 

Slopes down from north to south and overlies 

majority of the features on site. 

bone, modern 

pottery, glass, iron

Multiple C1

C3 Cut n/a C4 0.33m 0.25m 0.13m Posthole Post hole to N of pit C9. Oval in plan, orientated E-

W. Sharp break of slope at top, more gentle at 

base, concave base. Near vertical sides to N and 

W, gently sloping side to E possibly for erection of 

post

n/a Natural C4

C4 Fill C3 n/a 0.33m 0.25m 0.13m Fill of posthole Fill of post hole C3. Dark grey to black sandy silt 

with occasional burnt sandstone inclusions and 

frequent charcoal

SS#1 C3 C2

C5 Cut n/a C6 30.85m 0.9m 0.55m Cut of Post 

med field 

drain

Sharp break of slope with a concave base. Stone 

lined at top and sides. Running E/W cutting burnt 

spread C7 N to S

n/a C2 Natural

C6 Fill C5 n/a 30.85m 0.9m 0.55m Fill of field 

drain

Fill consists of rock and stone, some being placed 

as lining of drain. 

bone, modern 

pottery, glass, iron

C2 C5



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C7 Cut n/a C8, 

C28

1.77m 1.4m 0.51m Cut of pit/ 

trough

Cut of trough pit orientated E-W. Truncated by 

animal hole C92 to S and later trough pit C37 to 

SW. A later shallow trough pit (C86) truncates the 

top of the pit. Sharp break of slope at top and 

gradual at base, which is flat. Sides are relatively 

steep at c. 60 degrees to W, 70 degrees to E and 

80 degrees to N, being slightly concave. Some 

suggestion that there may originally have been a 

stone lining to the pit, however only one stone 

survives along the northern edge.

n/a C26 Natural

C8 Fill C7 n/a 1.5m 1.50m 0.15m Upper fill of 

pit/ trough

Dark sandy silt with some burnt stone and 

charcoal inclusions. Loose compaction. Upper 

surviving fill of pit/trough C7. 

bone, SS#8 C37 C26

C9 Cut n/a C10,11,

12

1.85m 0.83m 0.17m Cut of pit Sub-retangular pit, part of water management 

system. Partially truncated during monitoring, 

surviving better to north. Orientated NE - SW. Break 

of slope sharp at top to NW & SE. Concave sides 

with gradual break of slope at base, sides at c.40 

degrees. Base slightly uneven with one natural 

stone protruding into it. 

n/a C10 Natural

C10 Fill C9 n/a 0.53m 0.39m 0.02m Basal fill of 

trough

Thin layer of black silt with frequent inclusions of 

charcoal. Very compact. Located at east end of 

pit. Basal fill of C9. Relates to initial use of pit.

SS#3 C11 C9

C11 Fill C9 n/a 1.09m 0.68m 0.05m Secondary fill 

of pit

Mottled light grey, white and dark grey silty sand 

with occasional charcoal flecking and burnt 

stone. Re deposited material. Located mainly in 

deeper section to east. Secondary fill of pit C9. 

Suggests re-use of pit on more than one occasion

n/a C12 C10

C12 Fill C9 n/a 1.85m 0.83m 0.08 

0.01m

Upper fill of pit Dark grey to black gritty sandy silt. Frequent 

charcoal and burnt stone inclusions typical of 

fulacht material. Was overlaid by C2 disturbed 

burnt spread material. Main fill of pit relating to its 

final backfilling 

SS#2 C2 C11



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C13 Cut n/a C14 0.50m 0.26m 0.05m Shallow pit Oval in plan. Very shallow, only the base of the 

feature survives. Concave sides and base. 

Orientated N - S. Lies to SW of pit C9. A stake hole 

C15 is located SW of base of pit. The fill of the 

stake hole was very similar to the fill of the pit, 

both probably filled at the same time. 

n/a C14 C15

C14 Fill C13 n/a 0.50m 0.26m 0.05m Fill of shallow 

pit

Dark grey to black sandy silt with inclusions of 

charcoal and burnt stone which is typical of burnt 

spread material. Overlies stake C15, though the 

fills are most likely the same .

n/a C2 C13

C15 Stakeh

ole

n/a n/a 0.08m n/a 0.1m Stakehole Small circular stake hole, located along the SW 

side of small pit C13. Vertical sides, slightly tapered 

base with a stone present at base. Filled with 

black sandy silt with frequent burnt stone and 

charcoal

n/a C13 Natural

C16 Stakeh

ole

n/a n/a 0.12m 0.07m 0.8m Stakehole Stakehole to SW of stakehole C15 outside pit C13. 

Oval shape in plan with vertical sides and slightly 

tapered base. Filled with black sandy silt with 

frequent burnt stone and charcoal

n/a C2 Natural

C17 Cut n/a C18 1m 0.54m 0.11m Cut of oval pit Oval shaped pit, running N-S. Sharp break of slope 

at top, concave sides. Sides to east and west 

steeper. 

n/a C18 Natural

C18 Fill C17 n/a 1m 0.54m 0.11m Fill of oval pit Dark grey to black sandy sily, with inclusions of fire 

cracked stone and charcoal. Densely packed 

with stone in central portion of pit. 

n/a C2 C17

C19 Fill C85 n/a 30.5m 

min

12m 0.31m Fill of field boundary ditchOrganic fill of post-medieval field boundary ditch 

C85. Dark brown organic-rich peaty silt with 

occasional inclusions of post-medieval pottery 

and glass

Modern pottery C2 C85

C20 Cut n/a C21 0.84m 0.60m 0.02m Cut of pit Very shallow remains of pit towards north end of 

burnt spread with only base surviving. Orientated 

NE - SW. Same aalignment as pit C22 to the SW. 

n/a C21 Natural

C21 Fill C20 n/a 0.84m 0.60m 0.02m Fill of pit Dark grey sandy silt with occasional burnt stone. n/a C2 C20



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C22 Cut n/a C23, 

C67, 

C68, 

C69

2.37m 0.88m 0.34m Cut of pit Sub-rectangular linear pit orientated NNE-SSW to 

west of site. Flat base to north becoming V-

shaped to south. S end has a shallow extension to 

the south for 0.75m, probably overspill of upper fill 

over that end. E side is concave. Sharp break of 

slope to top and gentle at base. N end of W side 

straight straight and concave to south.  

n/a C23 Natural

C23 Fill C22 n/a 2.03m 1.24m 0.04-

0.07m

Fill of pit Thick compact black charcoal-rich sandy silt at 

base of pit. Ocassional unburnt stone present

SS#10 C67 C22

C24 Fill C86 n/a 5m 1.20m 0.40m Fill of pit Red/brown fill consisting of very frequent fire 

cracked stone. Dense compaction however the 

lack of soil binding the burnt stone gave the 

appearance of loose compaction

SS#7 C2 C25

C25 Fill C37 n/a 1.25m 1.1m 0.12m Fill of trough 

pit

Dark brown slightly organic clayey silt with 

inclusions of charcoal and occasional burnt stone. 

Loose compaction.

SS#6 C24 C39

C26 Fill C7 n/a 1m 0.20m 0.12m Fill of trough 

pit

Light coloured sandy silt with some stone 

inclusions and thin lens of charcoal at the base. 

Loose compaction. Basal fill of trough pit C7 at 

the northern end. Related to collapsing sides 

mixing with some of the fill of the trough

n/a C8 C7

C27 Fill C28 n/a 0.42m 0.48m 0.07m Fill of shallow 

pit

Dark brown silty clay. Located within a sub-

circular pit.

n/a C2 C28

C28 Cut n/a C27 0.42m 0.48m 0.07m Cut of shallow 

pit

Sub-circular pit. Gradual break of slope with 

concave base. Adjacent to linear furrow C29.

n/a C27 Natural

C29 Cut n/a C89 8m min. 0.22-

0.45m

0.2m Cut of 

agricultural 

gully

Linear furrow or gully running ENE-WSW parallel to 

C87 gully. U-shaped in profile with concave base 

and concave sides. Post-medieval agricultural 

feature

n/a C89 C2



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C30 Sprea

d

n/a n/a 5m min. 3m min. 0.15-

0.34m

Buried topsoil Buried topsoil below C2 to W. Mid-brown silty clay 

with inclusions of white wares, brick and large 

boulders. Layer of topsoil overlaid by C2 when the 

burnt spread was disturbed, probably during the 

20th century 

Modern pottery C2 Natural

C31 Cut n/a C32 2.55m 0.46-

0.58m

0.04-

0.11m

Cut of linear 

feature

Sharp break of slope top and bottom, near 

vertical sides, flat bottom. Distinct step in the base, 

slopes down on southern side at approx 45 

degree angle, slopes up on northern side at 60 

degrees. Top of step is 0.04m below top of 

feature. Bottom step is 0.11m to south and 0.08m 

to north. Curved linear feature running NW-SE at 

northern end, turning to run N-S at southern end. 

Running from pit C33 to pit C51, which are likely to 

be contempory. Step was possibly to control flow 

of water to feature.

n/a C32 Natural

C32 Fill C31 n/a 2.55m 0.46-

0.58m

0.04-

0.11m

Fill of linear 

feature

Southern end was a very dark grey coarse sandy 

silt with inclusions of burnt stone and charcoal 

similar to burnt spread material. Loose 

compaction. Northern end was a mid- to dark 

grey silty sand with occasional burnt stone and 

charcoal, similar to basal fill (C34) of pit (C33) to 

the NW

n/a C2 C31

C33 Cut n/a C34, 

C40

1.55m 0.95m 0.25m Cut of pit Oval /linear pit with curvilinear channel C31 

leading from its E side, connected with a short 

narrow channel to pit C41 to the W. Appears to 

be one of 5 interconnected pits, connected with 

shallow , narrow channels coming down the 

slope, with C9 leading into C41 via C44 channel, 

C41 leading into C33 via a 0.2m long and 0.25m 

wide x 0.1m deep channel, C33 leading into C51 

via channel C31, and C51 leading into C77 via 

channel C81. All appear contemporary. Concave 

sides, concave base, sides at 45 degrees. Relating 

to water management system.

n/a C34 Natural



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C34 Fill C33 n/a 1.45m 0.9m 0.09m Fill of pit Mid- to dark grey mottled silty sand with burnt 

stone and occasional charcoal inclusions. 

Moderate compaction. Similar to C32 to the east 

but fill sandier and lighter in colour. Basal fill of pit 

C33. Possibly from initial silting up of feature.

n/a C40 C33

C35 Cut n/a C36 0.72m 0.61m 0.09m Cut of pit Sub-circular shape in plan, U-shaped in profile. 

Concave edges. Sharp break of slope at top 

more gradual at base. Root disturbance to west.

n/a C36 Natural

C36 Fill C35 n/a 0.72m 0.61m 0.09m Fill of pit Dark brown clayey silt with inclusions of charcoal 

and stone, some of them burnt. Loose 

compaction. At the lower levels the dark fill is 

mixed with a natural soil and as a consequence 

has become more compact.

n/a C1 C35

C37 Cut n/a C39, 

C25

1.3m 1.05m 0.83m Cut of trough 

pit

Sub rectangular in plan orientated NE-SW. Sharp 

break of slope at the top and slightly more gentle 

at base. Very steep sided to NE and NW, SE side 

removed though part of corner present to E to N 

of truncation by drain C5. Base flat.  Truncated by 

field drain C5 to S. Truncates trough C7 to north, 

being 0.3m deeper than that trough.

n/a C39 Natural

C38 Cance

lled

Fill of cut C37 n/a

C39 Fill C37 n/a 1.3m 1m 0.09m Fill of trough Dark grey brown clayey silt with orange mottle 

from decaying organics running through it. No 

inclusions and a loose compaction. Truncated by 

field drain C5

SS#5 C25 C37

C40 Fill C33 n/a 1.55m 0.95m 0.13-

0.19m

Fill of pit Dark grey to black sandy silt, with frequent burnt 

stone and charcoal inclusions, typical of burnt 

spread material. Loose compaction. Upper fill of 

pit C33, relating to deposition of burnt spread 

type material into pit after it had gone out of use, 

either intentially or over time. 

SS#4 C2 C34



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C41 Cut n/a C42, 

C43

1.46m 1.05m 0.27m Cut of pit Sub-rectangular pit with the upper portion of the 

pit largely truncated to the W and S. Lies between 

pits C9 to NW and C33 to E, connected to C9 by 

channel C44, connected to C33 by a short 

unnumbered channel. Steep sided, near vertical 

in places, partially undercut to east, probably 

through water action cutting into sandy natural 

giving the side a bowed appearance. Flat base, 

sharp break of slope at top and base. Intentially 

backfilled with C43, which was compacted down 

into pit. Pit forming part of a series of pits & water 

management channels & associated with burnt 

stone technology.

n/a C43 Natural

C42 Fill C41 n/a 1.00m 0.26m 0.07m Upper fill of pit Black sandy silt with frequent inclusions of burnt 

stone and charcoal. Likely to relate to burnt 

spread material being eroded into backfilled pit 

or intentially being dumped into pit. Partially 

truncated during stripping. Loose compaction. 

Upper fill of C41 pit surviving to E

n/a C2 C43

C43 Fill C41 n/a 1.46m 1.05m 0.21m Basal fill of pit Mottled yellow grey silty sand with occasional 

inclusions of burnt stone and charcoal. Very 

compact suggesting this is different to basal fills in 

other pits in system. Cut by channel C44 to NW, 

this indicates system was still in use when C41 was 

partially backfilled. Basal fill of pit C41.

n/a C42, C44 C41



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C44 Cut n/a C45 0.80m 0.25 - 

0.50m

0.04-

0.12m

Cut of 

channel

Almost V-shaped in profile with steep sides to the 

south. Sharp break of slope attop and base. More 

gradual U shaped to north with wider basw and 

less steep sides. Slopes down into SW corner of 

C42 & down slightly into C9, this creates a slight 

step in the base of the channel just before point it 

passe into the partially backfilled C41, possibly for 

water control. Channel leading from C9 pit to the 

NW into C41 pit to the south. Orientated NW - SE. 2 

large stones at NW end beside edge of C9

n/a C45 C43

C45 Fill C44 n/a 0.80m 0.25-

0.50m

0.04-

0.12m

Fill of channel Black silt with occasional burnt stone and frequent 

charcoal inclusions. Similar to upper fills of C9 and 

C41 pits but water related rather than deposited 

burnt mound material. Lies between pits C41 and 

C9

n/a C2 C44

C46 Cut n/a C57 0.90m 0.60m 0.03m Cut of pit Shallow oval pit to SW of pit C41, between C41 

and large pits. Concave sides and base. 

Orientated NNW-SSE. Gradual break of slope at 

base which is flat. Largely truncated with 

stakeholes C48 and C49 at either end.

n/a C47 C48

C47 Fill C46 n/a 0.90m 0.60m 0.03m Fill of pit Dark grey to black sandy silt with infrequent burnt 

stone and occasional charcoal. Moderate 

compaction

n/a C2 C46

C48 Stakeh

ole

n/a n/a 0.06m 0.06m 0.07m Stakehole Stakehole at N end of pit C46, tapering to point at 

base. Fill of the stakehole similar to fill of pit

n/a C2 C41

C49 Stakeh

ole

n/a n/a 0.08m 0.06m 0.08m Stakehole Stakehole at S end of pit C46, sloping slightly to 

the north. Sub oval in plan. Fill of the stakehole 

similar to fill of pit

n/a C2 C41

C50 Stakeh

ole

n/a n/a 0.06m 0.06m 0.12m Stakehole Stakehole to SW of pit C46, sloping slightly to the 

north, stake would have leaned to the S. Tapering 

at base. Fill of stakehole similar to other two 

stakeholes

n/a C2 C41



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C51 Cut n/a C52, 

C53, 

C54, 

C55

1.55m 1m 0.48m Cut of pit Oval shaped pit. Part of a series of pits including 

C9, C41, C33, connected to channel C31 to N 

and channel C81 to E. Steep sided, vertical in 

places. Sides and base are uneven probably due 

to water erosion, U-shaped in section. Sharp break 

of slope top and bottom. Relating to water 

management system. 

n/a C52 Natural

C52 Fill C51 n/a 1.2m 0.85m 0.11m Fill of pit Basal fill of Pit C51. Mottled yellow, brown and 

grey silty clay with occasional charcoal. Related 

to collapsing natural edges and eroding base

n/a C53 C51

C53 Fill C51 n/a 1.55m 0.85m 0.19m Fill of pit Secondary fill of pit C51. Reddish brown silty clay 

with occasional charcoal and gravel inclusions. 

Some orange mottling from decayed organics

SS#12 C54 C52

C54 Fill C51 n/a 0.5m 0.48m 0.08m Fill of pit Fill at N end of pit C51. Light grey clayey silt 

related to remains of decayed stone. Possibly part 

of fill C53 below

n/a C55 C53

C55 Fill C51 n/a 1.75m 1m 0.22m Fill of pit Upper fill of pit C51. Fire-cracked stone and 

charcoal in a dark grey to black sandy silt. 

Continues beyond S edge of C51 as overflow

n/a C29 C54

C56 Cut n/a C57 0.48m 0.44m 0.15m Cut of pit Regular shape in plan, almost circular. V-shaped 

in profile. E side has a sharp break of slope at the 

top , W side more gradual. Sharp break of slope at 

bottom to E and more gradual to W. E side is 

concave and W is convex. 

n/a C57 Natural

C57 Fill C56 n/a 0.48m 0.44m 0.15m Fill of pit Dark brown clayey silt.  Occasional charcoal and 

burnt stone inclusions. Very loose compaction.

n/a C1 C56

C58 Cut n/a C59 1.50m 0.85m 0.11m Cut of pit Irregular shape in plan. U-shaped in profile. 

Gradual break of slope top and bottom.

n/a C59 Natural

C59 Fill C58 n/a 1.50m 0.85m 0.11m Fill of pit Dark brown clayey silt.  Occasional charcoal and 

burnt stone inclusions.  Hard compaction.

n/a C1 C58



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C60 Cut n/a C61 15.2m 

min

0.50-

0.70m

0.08m Cut of 

agricultural 

gully

Linear in plan. Steep-sided U-shape in profile. 

Sharp break of slope top and bottom, relatively 

flat base. Cuts the two NE-SW gullies as well as 

channel C81. Likely to relate to field drain C5, 

which it is perpendicular to

n/a C61 C89, C88

C61 Fill C60 n/a 15.2m 

min

0.50-

0.70m

0.08m Fill of 

agricultural 

gully

Light brown sandy silt. Small stone inclusions. 

Becomes darker to S as the backfill was mixed 

with spread C2 material that the gully cut through. 

Very loose compaction. Brick and post-medieval 

pottery in fill

n/a C1 C60

C62 Cut n/a C63 1.18m 0.66m 0.09m Cut of pit Irregular shape in plan. U-shaped in the middle, fill 

spreading out beyond main body of cut to E and 

W. Sharp break of slope top and bottom, 

concave base

n/a C63 Natural

C63 Fill C62 n/a 1.18m 0.66m 0.09m Fill of pit Mixture of grey brown clayey silt with some areas 

of black topsoil. Inclusions of burnt stone. Very 

loose compaction. Cut by agricultural gully C87 

and overlaid by layer C2

n/a C2, C87 C62

C64 Cut n/a C65, 

C66

0.88m 0.86m 0.08m Cut of pit Sub-circular shape in plan. Shallow U-shape in 

profile. Gradual break of slope at top and bottom. 

Flat base.

n/a C65 Natural

C65 Fill C64 n/a 0.88m 0.86m 0.03-

0.04m

Lower fill of pit Light brown sandy clay. Inclusions of charcoal. 

Very compacted.

n/a C66 C64

C66 Fill C64 n/a 0.88m 0.86m 0.04-

0.05m

Upper fill of pit Dark brown to black clayey silt. Inclusions of 

charcoal. Loose compaction

n/a C2 C65

C67 Fill C22 n/a 2.37m 1.20m 0.05-

0.18m

Fill of pit Mottled yellow and pale grey silty sand with 

occasional stones and charcoal and infrequent 

burnt stone inclusions. Compact redeposited 

natural layer. Secondary fill of pit C22

n/a C68 C23

C68 Fill C22 n/a 2.06m 0.55m 0.04-

0.07m

Fill of pit Mid-grey mottled clayey silt with occasional burnt 

stone and charcoal. Interface between C67 

redeposited natural and C69 burnt spread 

material. Tertiary fill of pit C22.

n/a C69 C67



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C69 Fill C22 n/a 2.75m 0.24m 0.03-

0.12m

Fill of pit Black loose burnt stone and charcoal in sandy silt, 

typical of burnt spread material. Upper fill of pit 

C22, continues beyond SW edge of pit

SS#9 C2 C68

C70 Cut n/a C71 4.2m 1.56m 

min.

0.5m Cut of 

pit/trough

Sub-rectangular in plan orientated NNW-SSE. 

Concave sides and slightly undulating base. 

Gradual break of slope to N and S. Convex side to 

E with sharp break of slope at base and gentle 

break of slope at top. Truncated by trough C73 to 

W

n/a C71 Natural

C71 Fill C70 n/a 4.2m 0.82-1.1m 0.03-

0.1m

Fill of 

pit/trough

Light brown sticky silty clay with occasional 

charcoal inclusions. Moderate compaction. 

SS#14 C72 C70

C72 Fill C70, C73n/a 4.2m 2.40m 0.05-

0.28m

Top fill of 

pit/trough

Layer of fire cracked and burnt stone that lies on 

top of whole depression caused by the backfilled 

troughs C70, C73. Part of burnt spread that was 

deposited over troughs C70 and C73 after C73 

goes out of use

SS#13 C2 C74



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C73 Cut n/a C74,75,

76

3.74m 1.3m 0.6m Cut of 

pit/trough

Cut of partially stone-lined fulacht fiadh trough. 

Rectangular in plan orientated NNW-SSE. Vertical 

side to N, gently sloping  and concave to S, 

though possibly truncated in the past. E and W 

sides vertical down to the top of sterp for lining, 

slightly convex at top to N and W with shallow lip 

at edge of pit before sharp vertical drop to the 

step for the lining, vertically sided part of trough 

measures 3.01m in length and 0.95-1.25m in width, 

narrowing slightly to S. Stone-lining does not 

survive at S end of E and W sides, and not present 

along N side. Lining sits on a slight step 0.30m 

width and 0.08-0.13m above base, the step being 

more pronounced to the W. Base is generally flat. 

Stones forming lining are sub rounded and 

unburnt natural degraded sandstone boulders 

common in the boulder clay nearby. They range 

in sizes 0.15 x 0.13 x 0.10m to 0.41x 0.18 x 0.17m to 

0.32 x 0.28 x 0.26m. 7 stones line the west side with 

an additional stone ex situ further to the S, 8 stones 

line the E side. 

n/a C76 C71, C83

C74 Fill C73 n/a 3.01m 0.75-

1.03m

0.07-

0.14m

Upper fill of 

pit/trough

Mid grey sandy silt, occasional unburnt stones. 

Natural deposition/ pooling occurring in 

depression caused by infilled pit. Present at top of 

stones lining east side of pit.

n/a C75 C72

C75 Fill C73 n/a c. 2m 0.49-

1.04m

0.01-

0.11m

Fill of 

pit/trough

Dark grey to black sandy silt with frequent 

charcoal and occasional light grey clay clumps.  

Also occasional burnt stone. Post use fill. Present in 

northern 2 sections

SS#16 C76 C74

C76 Fill C73 n/a 3.01m 0.41-

0.85m

0.05-

0.11m

Basal fill of 

pit/trough

Yellow and grey mottled sandy clay with 

occasional unburnt stone and charcoal inclusions. 

Present in all 3 sections. Initial silting up of pit. 

SS#15 C73 C75



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C77 Cut n/a C78,79,

80

2.50m 1.30-

0.80m

0.38m Cut of pit Pear-shaped pit with wider end to NW. Sharp 

break of slope to top and gentle at base. 

Concave sides and base. Appears to be cut by 

shallow channel C81 which runs from E side of C51 

pit. Part of water management system 

n/a C78 Natural

C78 Fill C77 n/a 2.2m 0.51m 0.07m Basal fill of pit Mottled grey and yellow silty clay with occasional 

charcoal flecks and stones, some of which are 

burnt. 

n/a C79 C77

C79 Fill C78 n/a 1m 0.14m 0.03m Charcoal 

layer in pit

Charcoal layer along SW side of pit 0.03m deep. 

Dark black colour in silt matrix.

n/a C80 C78

C80 Fill C79 n/a 2.5m 1.3m 0.2m Upper 

organic fill of 

pit

Dense peat dark brown organic rich fill with very 

frequent stones. 

SS#11 C2 C79

C81 Cut n/a C82 6m 0.60-

0.70m

0.07m Cut of 

channel

Runs E-W initially, turning to SE near pit C77 then 

back to E-W through pit. 

n/a C82 C80

C82 Fill C81 n/a 6m 0.60-

0.70m

0.07m Fill of channel Rich dark brown organic clayey silt with 

occasional burnt stone, gravel and charcoal 

which is more prevalent to W as it emerges from 

C57. Pre dates C55, upper fill of C51. Loose 

compaction.

n/a C55, C2 C81

C83 Fill C84 n/a 0.7m 0.6m 0.15m Fill of pit Mid grey clayey silt with thin spread of burnt stone 

and charcoal on top. Dense fill

n/a C73 C84

C84 Cut n/a C83 0.7m 0.6m 0.15m Cut of pit Cut of small shallow pit to west of and truncated 

by trough C73. Oval in plan orientated N-S. 

Concave sides and base. May have related to 

C70 trough, also truncated by C73 to E.

n/a C83 Natural

C85 Cut n/a C19 30.5m 

min

12m 0.31m Field 

boundary 

ditch

Cut of field boundary ditch to south filled by C19. 

Wide shallow cut, which extended to S beyond 

the limit of excavation. Trench inserted to assess 

full dimensions of ditch. A wide, possibly informal 

ditch used as a field boundary in the 19th century. 

n/a C19 Natural

C86 Cut n/a C24 5m 1.20m 0.40m Cut of large 

shallow pit

 Wide shallow pit with near vertical side to N, more 

gentle sides to E  and W. Orientated E-W. 

Truncated to S by C5 field drain. Truncates top of 

pits C7 and C37. Possibly relates to fulacht activity. 

n/a C24 Natural



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ Ecofacts Context 

Above

Context 

Below

C87 Cut n/a C88 6m 0.15-0.3m 0.1m Cut of 

agricultural 

gully

ENE-WSW gully parallel to and to the N of gully 

C29. Relates to same drainage system as C29. 

Post-medieval in date. Concave in profile, 

concave base.

n/a C88 C2 

C88 Fill C87 n/a 6m 0.15-0.3m 0.1m Fill of 

agricultural 

gully

Mixed fill of agricultural gully. Topsoil material 

mixed with disturbed burnt spread type material, 

becoming more topsoil-like to east beyond limit of 

C2 spread

n/a C60 C87

C89 Fill C29 n/a 8m min. 0.22-

0.45m

0.2m Fill of 

agricultural 

gully

Mixed fill of agricultural gully. Topsoil material 

mixed with disturbed burnt spread type material, 

becoming more topsoil-like to east beyond limit of 

C2 spread

n/a C60 C29

C90 Cut C90 C91 15m min 0.50-

0.70m

0.08m Cut of 

agricultural 

gully

Linear in plan. Steep-sided U-shape in profile. 

Sharp break of slope top and bottom, relatively 

flat base. Likely to relate to field drain C5, which it 

is perpendicular to and gully C60, which it is 

parallel to

n/a C91 C2

C91 Fill C91 n/a 15m min 0.50-

0.70m

0.08m Fill of 

agricultural 

gully

Light brown sandy silt. Small stone inclusions. 

Becomes darker to S as the backfill was mixed 

with spread C2 material that the gully cut through. 

Very loose compaction.

n/a C1 C91

C92 Cut n/a C93 1m 0.7m 0.35m Cut of animal 

hole/ den

Cut of animal hole dug in from side of drain C5. 

Dug into S side of pit C7. 

n/a C93 C8

C93 Fill C92 n/a 1m 0.7m 0.35m Fill of animal 

hole/ den

Loose backfill of material or collapsed animal 

hole. Animal bones present within hole, partially 

articulated.

bone C6 C92

C94 Cut n/a C95 0.3m 0.3m 0.14m Cut of 

channel

Short channel running E-W connecting pits C41 

and C33. Concave sides and base. Connected to 

W end of pit C33 and southern end of eastern side 

of pit C41, though not exactly in corner

n/a C95 Natural

C95 Fill C94 n/a 0.3m 0.3m 0.14m Fill of channel Fill of channel C94. Mid- to dark grey silty sand 

with occasional burnt stone and charcoal, similar 

to basal fill (C34) of pit (C33)

n/a C2 C94



APPENDIX B Finds Register
Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

16E445 C1 1 1 Clay pipe Clay 1 piece, half of pipe bowl

16E445 C1 2 - 5 4 Ceramic Pottery 4 pieces, cream coloured post med pottery

16E445 C1 6 1 Opaque glass Glass 1 small fragment of pale blue opaque glass.

16E445 C2 1 1 Clay pipe Clay 1 piece stem of clay pipe

16E445 C2 2-6 5 Ceramic Pottery 5 pieces post med pottery, possibly same vessel as items 10, 14 

& 23

16E445 C2 7-8 2 Ceramic Pottery 2 pieces post med pottery, black outer colour and red fine 

inner material

16E445 C2 9-10 2 Ceramic Pottery 2 pieces post med pottery with black flower design.

16E445 C2 11 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med white pottery, pitted on outer edge.

16E445 C2 12 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery with blue design, rim of plate

16E445 C2 13 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery with blue design, part of plate.

16E445 C2 14 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery , part of base of vessel.

16E445 C2 15 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery, rim of mug? Sugar bowl? With brown 

design evident.

16E445 C2 16 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery, maroon colour

16E445 C2 17-18 2 Ceramic Pottery 2 pieces post med off white pottery.

16E445 C2 19 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery with green glaze on inside

16E445 C2 20-30 11 Ceramic Pottery 11 pieces various post med pottery.

16E445 C2 31-43 13 Dark green glass Glass 13 pieces dark green bottle glass

16E445 C2 44 1 Dark brown glass Glass 1 piece dark brown bottle glass

16E445 C2 45-46 2 Pale green glass Glass 2 piece very pale green flat window glass?

16E445 C2 47-48 2 Pale green glass Glass 2 pieces very pale green flat glass with linear design on one 

side. Possibly same as item # 4

16E445 C2 49 1 Dark blue glass Glass 1 small fragment of dark blue glass

16E445 C2 50-88 39 Pale green glass Glass 39 pieces various very pale green glass

16E445 C2 89-92 4 Slate Stone 4 pieces blue slate

16E445 C6 1-7 7 Green glass Glass 7 pieces of green bottle glass, most likely from same bottle

16E445 C6 8-9 2 Pale green glass Glass 2 pieces very pale green, window? glass

16E445 C6 10 1 Pale blue glass Glass 1 piece very pale blue window? glass

16E445 C6 11 1 Clay pipe Clay 1 piece of clay pipe

16E445 C6 12 1 Clear glass Glass 1 piece clear glass

16E445 C6 13 1 Pale green glass Glass 1 piece very pale green, thin glass



Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

16E445 C6 14 1 Clear glass Glass 1 small piece clear glass

16E445 C6 15-17 3 Ceramic Pottery 3 pieces post med pottery, possibly from same vessel

16E445 C6 18 1 Slate Stone 1 piece slate

16E445 C6 19 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery, partial flower design evident.

16E445 C6 20 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery with blue design evident. 

16E445 C6 21 1 Ceramic Pottery 1 piece post med pottery, possibly same vessel as item #10

16E445 C6 22-23 2 Ceramic Pottery 2 pieces post med pottery, possibly same vessel. 1 piece 

decorated with red flower design

16E445 C6 24-31 8 Metal Iron 8 various pieces of metal including 1 horseshoe, 2 large nails 

and a piece of fencing?

16E445 C19 1-2 2 Ceramic Pottery 2 pieces cream coloured post med pottery,

16E445 C19 3 1 Pale green glass Glass 1 piece very pale green glass with what appears to be an 'N' 

evident.

16E445 C19 4 1 Dark green glass Glass 1 small piece dark green bottle? glass

16E445 C19 5 1 Slag Slag 1 small piece of slag

16E445 C19 6 1 Slate Stone 1 piece slate

16E445 C19 7-11 5 Ceramic Pottery 5 pieces various post med pottery. 3 piece possibly from same 

vessel as item # 10 & 14. 2 pieces darker pottery.

16E445 C21 1 1 Metal Iron 1 piece unidentified iron object

16E445 C30 1-5 5 Ceramic Pottery 5 pieces various post med pottery.

16E445 C61 1 1 Clay pipe Clay 1 piece clay pipe, base of stem before bowl.



APPENDIX C Sample Register
Sample 

No.

Context No. Area Feature type Volume 

(l.)

Process Result (list materials in g.) Notes

1 C4 Pit 1/2 A4 bag Charcoal and burnt stone of posthole C3

2 C12 Pit 10l. Main upper fill of pit C9

3 C10 Pit Small bag Small charcol sample from basal fill of pit C9

4 C40 Pit c. 8l. Charcoal and burnt stone upper fill of pit C33

5 C39 Trough A4 bag Dark Clayey organic matter, lower fill of trough 

C37

6 C25 Trough A4 bag Loose dark grey clayey mater, upper fill of pit 

C377 C24 Pit A4 bag Fill made up of burnt cracked stone, fill of pit C86

8 C8 Trough A4 bag Fill of trough C7, Charcoal and burnt stone

9 C69 Pit A4 bag Upper fill of pit C22

10 C23 Pit A4 bag Basal fill of pit C22

11 C80 Pit A4 bag Organic fill of pit C77

12 C53 Pit 10l. Secondary fill of pit C51

13 C72 Spread A4 bag Burnt spread material over troughs C70 and C73

14 C71 Trough A4 bag Fill of trough C70

15 C76 Trough A4 bag Basal fill of trough C73

16 C75 Trough A4 bag Secondary fill of trough C73



APPENDIX D Bone Register
Context No. Feature type Area Weight (g.) Notes

C2 Ditch n/a 28 various pieces of lagomorph bone. Some 

bones show signs of gnawing.

C6 Ditch n/a 6 pieces lagomorph? long bones. 

C6 Ditch n/a 5 various pieces animal bone bovid?

C8 Trough n/a Animal bone, unburnt, 1 piece


